We’ve been here since 1916 helping you grow, raise, harvest and nurture the future of agriculture. Here’s looking forward to the next century of success.

Call 800.800.4865 today or visit AgLoan.com
On behalf of the Fallon Bull Sale Committee, I would like you to consider this as your personal invitation to come and be part of our 50th Annual Fallon All Breeds Bull Sale. For the past 49 years we have taken a great deal of pride in having quality consignments of range ready bulls for the Western U.S.

We also want to thank all of our buyers and consignors, especially those who have loyally supported our sale, our industry and our association, year after year. Without each of you this sale would not be possible.

We are proud to present these bulls in this special 50th Anniversary Sale. Every year our goal is to work with past, present and future consignors to maintain the quality of bulls we have achieved. We feel with the offering in the catalog, our buyers can add significant value to their operations. As one of the best sales in the State, we strive to meet the standards our buyers want for their programs. If there is something we can do to meet the needs of our buyers, and consignors, in this and future sales, please feel free to let the Fallon Bull Sale Committee know.

We hope you enjoy the hospitality of the Fallon Community. Take the opportunity to watch the Invitational Stock Dog Trial, kick up your heels at the Churchill County Cowbelles Dinner and Dance, visit with consignors about any bulls you may be interested in, and have a great weekend.

Thank you again to our loyal buyers and consignors from previous sales. I would also like to thank the Fallon Bull Sale Committee, our generous sponsors, the Fallon Livestock Exchange, the Nevada Cattlemen’s Association office staff, the Fallon Convention and Tourism Authority and Churchill County FFA for all their help in putting on a great sale.

Best regards,

Chris Gansberg
Chairman, Fallon Bull Sale Committee
We would like to give thanks to a few of the many people who have helped make our sale a success.
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401 Railroad Street, Suite 209, Elko, NV 89801
PO Box 310, Elko, NV 89803
Phone: 775-738-9214
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nca@nevadabeef.org

FALLON LIVESTOCK EXCHANGE
Monte Bruck, Manager
2055 Trento Lane, Fallon, NV
(7 miles West of Fallon, NV on the Reno Highway)
775-867-2020
Thursday, February 18, 2016
FALLON LIVESTOCK EXCHANGE
Bulls will not be accepted before this date.

Friday, February 19, 2016
FALLON LIVESTOCK EXCHANGE
Outdoor Trade Show - All Day
Sifting of Bulls - 7:30 AM
Invitational Stock Dog Trial - 8:00 AM
HOLIDAY INN EXPRESS MEETING ROOM:
Nevada Cattlemen’s Association
Board of Director’s Meeting
1:00 PM
FALLON CONVENTION CENTER:
Churchill County Cowbelles
Dinner/Dance
5:30 pm – 11:15 pm
5:30 pm – Social Hour
6:00 pm – Bull Sale Awards Presentations
6:30 pm – Dinner
After Dinner – Stock Dog Auction

Saturday, February 20, 2016
FALLON LIVESTOCK EXCHANGE
Outdoor Trade Show - All Day
C ons ignor Only Breakfast - 7:30 AM - Office
50TH FALLON ALL BREEDS BULL SALE
11:00 AM

Churchill County Cowbelles
Hosted by
Proceeds to benefit the
Churchill County Cowbelles Scholarship Fund.

Our minerals are more than just minerals
Like your best hand is more than just your best hand
Red Angus
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Steve Smith Angus-Steve Smith Balancers......... Lot #12
.............................................................................#S-201

Charolais
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Angus
Robison Ranch LLC .........................................Lot #46-49
Travis Smith-Rose Ranch................................Lot #50-54
Steve Smith Angus-Steve Smith Balancers..Lot #55-61
Hone Ranch.....................................................Lot #62-64
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Dana & Rena Weishaupt................................Lot #79-82
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Westwind Ranch Angus...............................Lot #91-92
Potter’s Emmett Valley Ranch.....................Lot #93-100
.............................................................................#S-205, #S-206
Flying R J Ranch..............................................Lot #101-106
Beitia Livestock/Flying X Angus...............Lot #107-111
Roadrunner Angus/Cardey Ranches..........Lot #112-115
UNR Main Station Field Lab.......................Lot #116-123
Levin Ranch....................................................Lot #124-125
Wakley Cattle...............................................Lot #126-128
Amador Angus & Farms.............................Lot #129-130
El Rancho Espanol deCuyama....................Lot #131-135
Jon Swaner Angus Ranch .........................Lot #136-137
Cooper Cattle...............................................Lot #138-145

Dan and Theresa Bell
(775) 304-2157
Lilla and Woodie Bell
(775) 578-3536
“REAL WORLD” HEREFORD BULLS
Facebook: Bell Ranch Herefords
Web: www.bellranchherefords.com

Daniel & Pamela Doiron
Mall PO. Box 1029
Santa Ynez, CA 93460
Phone (805) 475-2812
Fax (805) 475-2813
Cell (805) 245-0434
doiron@spanishranch.net
www.spanishranch.net

Comfort Inn Near Fallon Naval Air Station
BY CHOICE HOTELS
15% Discount for Buyers & Consignors, Rate Code: LFBS

Pramav Morai
General Manager
1830 W. Williams Ave.
Fallon, NV 89406
Phone 775.423.5554
Fax 775.423.0643
gm.nv021@choicehotels.com
www.choicehotels.com/hotelnv021

Comfortinn.com

Web: www.bellranchherefords.com

Facebook: Bell Ranch Herefords
Special Room Rates Available:

ONLY UNTIL FRIDAY, FEB. 12, 2016

To Qualify for Room Rate Discount Registrants must call the numbers listed below and say they are with the “Fallon Bull Sale” at the time they make Reservations at any of the following:

Bonanza Inn & Casino
Super 8 Motel
For Reservations
Please Call
(775) 423-6031

Comfort Inn of Fallon
For Reservations
Please Call
(775) 423-5554

Holiday Inn Express
For Reservations
Please call
(775) 428-2588

Pinenut Livestock Supply
Sponsor of the Awards for the Top Overall Bull, Best of Breeds and Ear Tags For the Sale

Fallon Convention Center
Sponsorship of Advertising for the Fallon Bull Sale

Ringmen
Sponsored by: the American Angus Association, the American Hereford Association and the Western Livestock Journal

Churchill FFA
For their Continued Dedication to the Fallon Bull Sale

Great Basin Ranch—SNWA
Sponsor of the “Raffle Calf”, Proceeds Benefit Churchill FFA Scholarship Fund

Hoof Beat Gates and Corrals
Sponsor of Panels Donated for the FFA Raffle

Grading and Sifting Committees

Churchill County Cowbelles
For Organizing and Managing the Awards Dinner-Dance

Stix Cattle Company
Dave, Davey & Deena
For the 2015 Donation Calf
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SALE VETERINARIAN:
Randy Wallstrom, DVM is the Sale Veterinarian. Should you have questions regarding health requirements, you may contact Dr. Wallstrom at: Box 2001, Gardnerville, NV, 89410, 775-782-3855.

BULL IDENTIFICATION:
To move bulls interstate, each bull is required by Federal regulation to travel with a Certificate of Veterinary Inspection (CVI) that lists each bull by one of the following means of identification:
1. Silver Bright metal ear tag (Federally approved)
2. EID/RFID ear tag
3. Breed Registration tattoo along with a copy of the Breed Registration certificate

OFFICIAL INTERSTATE HEALTH CERTIFICATE:
Each consignor must submit a “blanket” official interstate health certificate signed by a licensed veterinarian listing each individual animal in the consignment. (One official health certificate may cover all animals for an individual consignor.)

REQUIRED INJECTIONS
1. CLOSTRIDIAL: 8-Way vaccine within 60 days of the sale
2. RESPIRATORY VACCINE: This vaccine must include Infectious Bovine Rhinotracheitis (IBR), Bovine Viral Diarrhea (BVD Type I and Type II), Parainfluenza (PI3), Bovine Respiratory Syncytial Virus (BRSV) within 60 days of the sale.
3. IVERMECTIN: All bulls must have an Ivermectin injection (1cc per 110 lbs.) or pour on (1 cc per 22 lbs.) within 60 days of the sale.

REQUIRED TESTS
1. TRICHOMONIASIS: All bulls must have a negative Trichomoniasis test within 30 days of the sale. A COPY OF THE OFFICIAL LABORATORY REPORT OF THE TRICHOMONIASIS TESTED BULLS MUST BE SUBMITTED WITH THE HEALTH FORM.
2. BVD TEST: All bulls must have a negative test for persistent BVD infection by either ear-notch method or blood test method. This test can be done at any time and is good for the lifetime of the animal.
3. SEMEN TESTING: All bulls must be semen tested by a licensed veterinarian within 60 days prior to the sale. Test results must be turned in upon arrival along with other health documents. For bulls to be classified as Satisfactory Potential Breeders, they must pass the physical examination and equal or exceed the minimum thresholds in each of the following three categories:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scrotal Circumference</th>
<th>Morphology</th>
<th>Motility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30 cm at ≤ 15 mo</td>
<td>&gt; 70 % Normal Sperm</td>
<td>&gt; 30 % Linear Motility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31 cm at 16 - 18 mo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 cm at 19 - 21 mo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34 cm at 25 mo or older</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Satisfactory (S): Bulls which equal or surpass the minimum thresholds for scrotal circumference, sperm motility and sperm morphology, and which do not show genetic, infectious or other problems or faults which could compromise breeding or fertility.
- Unsatisfactory: Bulls which are below one or more thresholds. Also, bulls which show genetic faults or irrevocable physical problems (including infectious disease) which would compromise breeding or fertility.

4. BRUCELLOSIS: Brucellosis testing is not required. However, if a bull is purchased by someone from a state requiring brucellosis testing for entry and the bull does not have a certified brucellosis test, that bull will be subjected to the one day brucellosis test procedure in Fallon, and all expenses will be the buyer’s responsibility.

5. TB: TB testing is not required. However, if a bull is purchased by someone from a state requiring TB testing for entry and the bull does not have a certified TB test, that bull will be subjected to the three day TB test procedure in Fallon, and all expenses will be the buyer’s responsibility. California TB status has been down-graded from a TB Free State to Modified Accredited status.

6. GENETIC DISORDERS: All bulls that are potential carriers of breed associations’ recognized genetic defects must be tested. Carriers are not eligible for the sale. Results of the tests must be submitted by December 1, 2015.
1. Stock is held at buyer’s risk from the time of sale. Buyers will be responsible for making feed arrangements with Fallon Livestock Exchange for any bulls remaining on the sale grounds after 10:00 a.m. Sunday.

2. Buyers who can prove they purchased a bull, which is a non-breeder, should contact the consignor within 90 days of the sale. If the consignor cannot prove the bull to be a breeder, the consignor is to make satisfactory settlement with the purchaser. Except for transportation between the purchaser’s ranch and Fallon, which will be paid by the purchaser, all other expenses incurred, including transportation, vet examinations, and transfers will be paid by the consignor.

3. Sifted bulls may only be sold after the conclusion of the sale. All bull sale transactions must go through sale office.

4. Only bona-fide bids will be accepted. All buyers must obtain a buyer’s number from the office at Fallon Livestock Exchange prior to bidding. Misunderstandings or disputes as to bids will be settled by the auctioneer. If there is doubt as to the bid, the auctioneer will cancel all bids and reopen the sale of the lot. In bidding, no increase in bid of less than $5.00 will be considered on any bulls.

5. Terms of this sale are cash, check, or credit card and must be paid in full the day of the sale, unless other arrangements have been made with the Fallon Bull Sale Committee Chairman or Sale Secretary. Make checks payable to the order of: NEVADA CATTLEMEN’S ASSOCIATION.

6. Sale sponsor will make every effort to conduct the sale in an honorable manner, will not allow false practice or false bidding, and will strive to protect buyer and seller in every way possible, but the sponsoring organization will not assume any liability whatsoever, under any circumstances.

7. No bulls will be released for shipment prior to the close of the sale for any reason (excepting for severe animal health reasons, e.g. broken leg).

8. The registration certificates and transfers will be mailed to the appropriate Breed Associations immediately after the sale by the sale office.

9. Buyers must obtain a Brand Inspection certificate from the onsite Band Inspector, and a Health Certificate from the Sale Veterinarian for those bulls being transported out of Nevada. Only Brand Inspections are required for in state transportation.

Contributions for the “Dues Calf” During Its Auction at the Fallon Bull Sale!

For those persons who contribute a payment for a “Dues Calf” will receive one free NCA membership certificate. If the contribution does not exceed the value of an NCA membership it will be considered only as a donation and a membership certificate will not be received.
Red Angus
Red Angus Association of America
EPD Averages & Ranges (Fall 2015) – Proven and Opportunity Sires
HB 104, GM 49, CED 5, BW -1.3, WW 59, YW 91, MILK 20, ME 1, HPG 10, CEM 5, ST 10, MARB 0.47, YG 0.04, CW 22, REA 0.11, FAT 0.00

Balancer
American Gelbvieh Association
Fall 2015 International Cattle Evaluation – Balancer Active Sires
CED 11, BW 0.4, WW 67, YW 101, MK 27, TM 60, CEM 8, HP 4, PG30 1, ST 4, DMI 0.027, YG -0.19, CW 30, RE 0.44, MB 0.27, FT -0.03, ADG 0.029, RFI -0.028, $Cow 51.93, FPI 75.42, EPI 122.02

Charolais
2016 Charolais National Cattle Evaluation
American-International Charolais Association
Active Sires
BWT 0.5, WWT 26.9, YWT 49.1, MAT 8.6, TOT MAT 22.0, SC 0.74, CE 3.3, MCE 3.6, HCW 12.8, REA 0.24, FAT 0.002, MARB 0.02, TSI 193.20

Hereford
American Hereford Association
Spring 2016 Pan American Hereford Cattle Evaluation – Active Sires
Direct Calving Ease 1.0, Birth Weight 3.2, Weaning Weight 50, Yearling Weight 81, Milk 21, MG 46, Maternal Calv. Ease 1.3, Mature Cow Weight 89, Udder Susp. 1.13, Teat Size 1.14, Scrotal Circum. 0.9, CW 62, FAT 0.004, REA 0.33, MARB 0.09, BMI$ 18.00, CEZ$ 15.00, BI$ 16.00, CHB$ 24.00

Angus
American Angus Association
Breed Averages for EPD and $Values – Spring 2016
Current Sires
CED 6, BW 1.2, WW 49, YW 88, RADG .20, DMI .25, YH .5, SC .80, Doc 12, HP 9.7, CEM 8, Milk 23, MW 27, MH .3, $EN -6.57, CW 30, Marb .49, RE .42, Fat .014, $W 45.74, $F 43.59, $G 29.18, $B 102.33
LOT #1

Calved 10/31/2014 Prefix/ID: 3JRA 1403
Owner: 3J Red Angus, Jamie Nowdesha, Montague, CA
COLOR: RED HPS: POLLED

BECKTON EPIC K F075
BECKTON EPIC R397 K
BECKTON KIT F468 JL
LSF COMBINATION A301M
LSF LARKABA MA 179 S6155
LCC LARKABA MA179

HERDBLDR 101, GRIDMSTR 51, CED -4, BW -2.2, WW 68, YW 108, MILK 11, ME 0,
HPG 14, CEM 2, STAY 11, MARB 0.55, YG 0.09, CW 33, REA 0.35, FAT 0.05

Birth Weight: 72#

Deep red in color, straight framed Epic R397 bull with low BW & considerable gains.

LOT #2

Calved 10/29/2014 Prefix/ID: 3JRA 1401
Owner: 3J Red Angus, Jamie Nowdesha, Montague, CA
COLOR: RED HPS: POLLED

BECKTON NEBULA P P707
LSF RAB PINNACLE X7756
BROWN MS OBJECTIVE U7527
LCC STERLING B055M
LSF SWEETNESS J1358 S6191
SLF SWEETNESS J1358

HERDBLDR 145, GRIDMSTR 50, CED 8, BW -2.2, WW 58, YW 01, MILK 19, ME 1,
HPG 14, CEM 8, STAY 13, MARB 0.63, YG 0.06, CW 21, REA -0.34, FAT -0.04

Birth Weight: 74#

Lighter red in color, deep bodied LSF Pinnacle bull with outstanding top line &
long correct legs.

LOT #3

Calved 12/12/2014 Prefix/ID: 3JRA 1406
Owner: 3J Red Angus, Jamie Nowdesha, Montague, CA
COLOR: RED HPS: POLLED

BECKTON NEBULA P P707
LSF RAB PINNACLE X7756
BROWN MS OBJECTIVE U7527
LCB JEWEL MAKER N155
LSF SANDY N3129 S6060
LSF SANDY K1414 N3129

HERDBLDR 152, GRIDMSTR 52, CED 10, BW -2.2, WW 62, YW 102, MILK 26, ME 5,
HPG 14, CEM 6, STAY 14, MARB 0.96, YG 0.16, CW 28, REA -0.19, FAT 0.01

Birth Weight: 74#

Medium frame, LSF Pinnacle bull with outstanding muscle & phenotypical appeal.

3J Red Angus is excited to offer three top quality bulls. These boys have been raised rugged for any
circumstance they will face in the future. Being fed only top quality feed these bulls are range ready and
capable of covering a large number of your stock. We look forward to meeting you in FALLON!

(530)598-8322
P Bar Ranch cattle are raised in the high desert country of beautiful northern California. These tough, range-ready cattle will provide high adaptability to diverse weather and terrain without sacrificing muscle, power or maternal qualities.

Breed with confidence and peace of mind at the many benefits that will be brought to your herd by using premium P Bar Ranch Red Angus genetics!

Mark Peacemaker
1704 Gregory Mtn. Road  |  Montague, CA 96064
530-340-0223  |  pbarranch@sbcglobal.net
LOT #4  PBAR CONQUEST 1403
Calved 10-26-2014 PREFIX/ID PBAR 1403
Owner: P Bar Ranch, Mark Peacemaker, Montague, CA

BECKTON JULIAN GG B571
HXC CONQUEST 4405P
HXC ELLIE MAY MA638
PBAR SQUALL 904W
PBAR LITTLE SQUALL 1224Z
MRM 916 901 M67

Herdbuilder 136, GridMaster 51, CED 11, BW -3.1, WW 53, YW 91, MILK 23, ME 0, HPG 3, CEM 5, STAY 14, MARB 0.57, YG 0.10, CW 20, REA 0.00, FAT 0.03

Birth Weight 70#
A Calving Ease bull, coming from proven calving ease genetics.

LOT #5  PBAR PINNACLE KING 1424
Calved 11-11-2014 PREFIX/ID PBAR 1424
Owner: P Bar Ranch, Mark Peacemaker, Montague, CA

BECKTON NEBULA P P707
LSF RAB PINNACLE X7756
BROWN MS OBJECTIVE U7527
5L NORSEMAN KING 2291
PBAR MISS NORSEMAN 920W
MRM B571 M94 422

Herdbuilder 138, GridMaster 51, CED 8, BW -0.8, WW 62, YW 101, MILK 19, ME -2, HPG 11, CEM 4, STAY 13, MARB 0.75, YG 0.08, CW 29, REA -0.05, FAT -0.00

Birth Weight 72#
A Calving Ease bull, coming from proven calving ease genetics.

LOT #6  PBAR MOJITO SKY 1419
Calved 11-09-2014 PREFIX/ID PBAR 1419
Owner: P Bar Ranch, Mark Peacemaker, Montague, CA

FEDDES BIG SKY R9
PBAR BIG SKY 905W
MRM 916 903 M42
COLEY’S MOJITO 503R
PBAR MOJITO QUEEN 910W
MRM M28 L41 448

Herdbuilder 119, GridMaster 49, CED 5, BW -1.9, WW 54, YW 87, MILK 21, ME 2, HPG 13, CEM 3, STAY 12, MARB 0.38, YG 0.01, CW 19, REA 0.12, FAT 0.00

Birth Weight 65#
A Calving Ease bull, coming from proven calving ease genetics.

LOT #7  PBAR PINNACLE 1421
Calved 11-10-2014 PREFIX/ID PBAR 1421
Owner: P Bar Ranch, Mark Peacemaker, Montague, CA

BECKTON NEBULA P P707
LSF RAB PINNACLE X7756
BROWN MS OBJECTIVE U7527
BROWN-CH ASSURANCE 35675
BROWN MS ASSURANCE X7567
BROWN MS MISSION STMT T7710

Herdbuilder 137, GridMaster 51, CED 7, BW -1.0, WW 64, YW 102, MILK 23, ME 3, HPG 13, CEM 5, STAY 13, MARB 0.84, YG 0.10, CW 29, REA -0.16, FAT -0.01

Birth Weight 70#
A Calving Ease bull, coming from proven calving ease genetics.

LOT #8  PBAR PINNACLE 1412
Calved 11-02-2014 PREFIX/ID PBAR 1412
Owner: P Bar Ranch, Mark Peacemaker, Montague, CA

BECKTON NEBULA P P707
LSF RAB PINNACLE X7756
BROWN MS OBJECTIVE U7527
BECKTON JULIAN P040 G2
LGS JEWEL B88U

Herdbuilder 146, GridMaster 52, CED 8, BW -1.0, WW 62, YW 108, MILK 22, ME 1, HPG 12, CEM 4, STAY 13, MARB 0.75, YG 0.15, CW 33, REA -0.21, FAT -0.00

Birth Weight 75#
A Calving Ease bull, coming from proven calving ease genetics.

LOT #9  PBAR PINNACLE 1435
Calved 11-16-2014 PREFIX/ID PBAR 1435
Owner: P Bar Ranch, Mark Peacemaker, Montague, CA

BECKTON NEBULA P P707
LSF RAB PINNACLE X7756
BROWN MS OBJECTIVE U7527
QV LOGAN D1049 L202
PBAR MISS LOGAN 940W
LGS SEDONA 614 S

Herdbuilder 136, GridMaster 50, CED 5, BW -0.6, WW 56, YW 90, MILK 25, ME 2, HPG 13, CEM 6, STAY 13, MARB 0.74, YG 0.09, CW 23, REA -0.19, FAT -0.01

Birth Weight 78#
A Calving Ease bull, coming from proven calving ease genetics.

LOT #10  PBAR PACKER 1501
Calved 12/10/2014 PREFIX/ID TOWN 1501
Owner: P Bar Ranch, Mark Peacemaker, Montague, CA

MESSMER PACKER S008
BROWN PACKER 26326
RICE S242
QV LOGAN D1049 L202
REDEE

Herdbuilder 82, GridMaster 49, CED 4, BW -1.2, WW 61, YW 94, MILK 19, ME 7, HPG 12, CEM 3, STAY 9, MARB 0.44, YG 0.05, CW 24, REA 0.15, FAT 0.01

Birth Weight 72#
A Calving Ease bull, coming from proven calving ease genetics.

LOT #11  PBAR PACKER KING 1523
Calved 12/05/2014 PREFIX/ID TOWN 1523
Owner: P Bar Ranch, Mark Peacemaker, Montague, CA

MESSMER PACKER S008
BROWN PACKER 26326
RICE S242
QV LOGAN D1049 L202
CHERRY PIE

Herdbuilder 88, GridMaster 50, CED 4, BW -1.8, WW 60, YW 93, MILK 18, ME 7, HPG 12, CEM 4, STAY 9, MARB 0.44, YG 0.04, CW 23, REA 0.16, FAT 0.01

Birth Weight 73#
A Calving Ease bull, coming from proven calving ease genetics.
LOT #12  SGS SMIT TENX POWER 410B
Calved 1/22/2014 Tattoo: SGS 410B
Owner: Steve Smith Angus – Steve Smith Balancers, Steve Smith, Lehi, UT
BLACK, POLLED
MYTTY IN FOCUS
A A R TEN X 7008 S A
A A R LADY KELTON 5551
SLC FREEDOM 178F ET
JGPG MANDY M12
MRB 005E
CED 12, BW 0.5, WW 71, YW 120, MK 27, TM 62, CEM 8, ST 1, DMI 0.07, YG -0.34, CW 40, REA 0.62, MB 0.77, FPI 92.18, EPI 151.91
Birth Weight 80#
A deep thick Ten X son & Freedom from the dam side. A good balancer bull, excellent EPDs. Calving ease bull with good performance.

LOT #S-201  SGS SMIT FOCUS THUNDER 407B
Calved 2/27/2014 Tattoo: SGS 407B
Owner: Steve Smith Angus – Steve Smith Balancers, Steve Smith, Lehi, UT
BLACK, POLLED
MYTTY IN FOCUS
V N A R IN FOCUS 7326
EXAR LASS 2694
DCMG CRK DIHLARO
SGS SMIT DIHLARO LADY 63P
JBOB 2463J
CED 11, BW -0.3, WW 51, YW 88, MK 27, TM 56, CEM 7, ST 6, DMI 0.07, YG -0.15, CW 22, REA 0.34, MB 0.09, FPI 62.91, EPI 152.51
Birth Weight 79#
A deep Focus son. Long and trim with great eye appeal.

LOT #13  HBCO MR DUKE'S DOUBLE
Calved 3/20/2014 B451 (LE)
Owner: H. B. Cattle Co., David H. Blackham, Mt. Pleasant, UT
POLLED
MR DUKE
HBCO MR DUKE'S HEIFER BOY 329
HB MISS JAZZY 329
MR DUKE
HBCO MISS LITTLE DUKES GIRL 146
HBCO KAYLEE W307
CE 5.2, BWT -1.4, WWT 11, YWT 20, MILK 3, MCE 5.3, MTNL 8, SCRO 0.4
Birth Weight 83#
This bull is a guaranteed calving ease breeding sire. He is line bred for establishing the perfect bull for calving ease production.

LOT #14  HBCO PLATNIUM’S MR PERFECTO
Calved 3/27/2014 B459 (LE)
Owner: H. B. Cattle Co., David H. Blackham, Mt. Pleasant, UT
POLLED
GDSF JR PLATINIUM 20K
WELLS MR PLATINUM 1437
JLS PRIME BABE 437 PLD
GW’S BUDSMYDAD 316
MISS DASIE
MISS REBILL RIGHT 277
CE .7, BWT 0.6, WWT 12, YWT 24, MILK 3, MCE 2.1, MTNL 9, SCRO 0.6
Birth Weight 84#
Mr. Platinum is a highly sought after sire in the Charolais breed. Rapid growth and powerful performance is here.

LOT #15  HBCO DUKE’S MR. FORMULA #460
Calved 3/28/2014 B460 (LE)
Owner: H. B. Cattle Co., David H. Blackham, Mt. Pleasant, UT
POLLED
MR DUKE
HBCO MR DUKE’S HEIFER BOY 329
HB MISS JAZZY 329
V-A-L GOTCHA/BILLINGS T063
HBCO MISS GOTCHA MIRACLE B 45
HBCO MIRACLEBOB 566
CE 3.2, BWT -0.5, WWT 8, YWT 13, MILK 3, MCE 4.9, MTNL 7, SCRO 0.3
Birth Weight 85#
This Mr. Duke calf is a calving ease bull with a maternal progeny poised for performance.

LOT #16  HBCO DUKE’S MR EYE’ 461
Calved 3/31/2014 B461 (LE)
Owner: H. B. Cattle Co., David H. Blackham, Mt. Pleasant, UT
POLLED
MR DUKE
HBCO MR DUKE’S HEIFER BOY 329
HB MISS JAZZY 329
V-A-L GOTCHA/BILLINGS T063
HBCO MISS GOTCHA JAZELLE 07
HBCO RED ROSYBOB 533
CE 4.4, BWT -0.9, WWT 4, YWT 8, MILK 1, MCE 5.2, MTNL 3, SCRO 0.3
Birth Weight 88#
Great eye appeal and carries our red factor gene maternal trait.

LOT #17  BBR MR LANZA BLUE B256
Calved 9/18/2014 B256 (LE)
Owner: Broken Box Ranch, Jerry & Sherry Maltby, Williams, CA
POLLED
WINN MANS LANZA 610S
LT LANZA BLUE 1461 PLD ET
LT BRENNA 7922 ET
MERIT 1058L
MERIT YOLANDA 7244T
MERIT YOLANDA 6116F
CE 2.0, BWT 1.6, WWT 24, YWT 45, MILK 2, MCE 4.1, MTNL 14, SCRO 0.9, CW 19, REA 0.34, FAT -0.005, MARB 0.08
Birth Weight 84#
LOT #18  
**BBR MR LANZA BLUE B44**
Calved 5/14/2014 B44 (LE)  
Owner: Broken Box Ranch, Jerry & Sherry Maltby, Williams, CA
POLLED
WINN MANS LANZA 610S  
LT LANZA BLUE 1461 PLD ET  
LT BRENNNA 7922 ET  
SPARRORS FARGO B11U  
WELLS MS. WILD FIRE 1037  
MS WELLS WILDFIRE 7037  
CE 2.5, BWT -1.5, WWT 31, YWT 59, MILK 5, MCE 4.8, MTNL 20, SCRO 1.2, CW 27, REA 0.60, FAT 0.001, MARB -0.03  
Birth Weight 60#

LOT #19  
**BBR MR LANZA BLUE B48**
Calved 5/20/2014 B48 (LE)  
Owner: Broken Box Ranch, Jerry & Sherry Maltby, Williams, CA
POLLED
WINN MANS LANZA 610S  
LT LANZA BLUE 1461 PLD ET  
LT BRENNNA 7922 ET  
GRAU CEO POLL Z91  
GCR MISS SUPREME P43  
GCR QUEEN OF THICK Z45  
CE 2.4, BWT 1.9, WWT 46, YWT 73, MILK 4, MCE 4.6, MTNL 27, SCRO 0.8, CW 14, REA 0.43, FAT -0.003, MARB 0.06  
Birth Weight 84#

LOT #20  
**BBR MR LANZA BLUE B306**
Calved 10/19/2014 B306 (LE)  
Owner: Broken Box Ranch, Jerry & Sherry Maltby, Williams, CA
POLLED
WINN MANS LANZA 610S  
LT LANZA BLUE 1461 PLD ET  
LT BRENNNA 7922 ET  
WINN MANS JD 338N  
MERIT CARLA 5162R  
MERIT CARLA 68K  
CE 1.0, BWT 0.1, WWT 22, YWT 48, MILK 0, MCE 2.7, MTNL 11, SCRO 0.9, CW 17, REA 0.23, FAT -0.001, MARB 0.12  
Birth Weight 70#

LOT #21  
**BBR MR LANZA BLUE B272**
Calved 9/24/2014 B272 (LE)  
Owner: Broken Box Ranch, Jerry & Sherry Maltby, Williams, CA
POLLED
WINN MANS LANZA 610S  
LT LANZA BLUE 1461 PLD ET  
LT BRENNNA 7922 ET  
GWM TEXAS RIVIERA 314  
BBR MISS RIVIERA U201  
BBR MISS LATINO R60  
CE 1.7, BWT 2.6, WWT 31, YWT 59, MILK 0, MCE 5.0, MTNL 15, SCRO 0.5, CW 21, REA 0.52, FAT -0.003, MARB 0.06  
Birth Weight 84#

LOT #22  
**ALLEN 127X KNOCKOUT 933**
Calved 2/22/2014 LE 933  
Owner: Phil Allen & Son, Phil & Shannon Allen, Antimony, UT
POLLED
JDH ISAACS 075 62N  
EPHR KNOCKOUT 127X  
EPHR MISS PERFECTION 525K  
ASH TARGET 6T ET  
ALLEN 6T MISS TARGET 295W  
ALLEN 60M MISS MONEY 922P  
BW 2.9, WW 49, YW 81, MILK 16, M&G 41  
ACTUAL BIRTH WEIGHT: 72#

LOT #23  
**ALLEN 127X KNOCKOUT 935**
Calved 2/27/2014 LE 935  
Owner: Phil Allen & Son, Phil & Shannon Allen, Antimony, UT
POLLED
JDH ISAACS 075 62N  
EPHR KNOCKOUT 127X  
EPHR MISS PERFECTION 525K  
MOHICAN RAWHIDE 215R  
ALLEN 215R LADY RAWHIDE 291W  
ALLEN MISS REDWOOD 974R  
BW 3.6, WW 53, YW 85, MILK 21, M&G 48  
ACTUAL BIRTH WEIGHT: 80#

LOT #24  
**ALLEN 2Y REVOLUTION 944**
Calved 2/04/2014 LE 944  
Owner: Phil Allen & Son, Phil & Shannon Allen, Antimony, UT
POLLED
MSU TCF REVOLUTION 4R  
MOHICAN REVOLUTION 2Y  
MOHICAN CARMEL 56W  
PWF MOHICAN SILVER STAR 631 ET  
ALLEN 631 SILVER QUEEN 499Z  
ALLEN MS 32E BOOMER 8R  
BW 2.7, WW 56, YW 96, MILK 24, M&G 52  
ACTUAL BIRTH WEIGHT: 68#

A true calving ease bull, out of a 1st calf heifer. Red eyes, deep, thick & well balanced. Look at the EPDs. Perfect combination of calving ease, growth & milk. Don’t miss this one.
LOT #25
ALLEN 4SY SUPERCHARGER 959
Calved 2/26/2014 LE 959
Owner: Phil Allen & Son, Phil & Shannon Allen, Antimony, UT
POLLED
REMITALL SUPERCHARGER 182U
MOHICAN SUPERCHARGER 4SY
MOHICAN PRIDE 412U ET
PWF MOHICAN SILVER STAR 631 ET
ALLEN SILVER QUEEN 261W
ALLEN MISS RUBY 738M
BW 5.4, WW 58, YW 94, MILK 24, M&G 53
ACTUAL BIRTH WEIGHT: 84# A thick, deep sided bull out of a great cow. Dark, red necked, goggle eyes, a pedigree loaded with performance & maternal traits. Look at the growth & milk.

LOT #26
ALLEN 4SY SUPERCHARGER 961
Calved 3/05/2014 LE 961
Owner: Phil Allen & Son, Phil & Shannon Allen, Antimony, UT
POLLED
REMITALL SUPERCHARGER 182U
MOHICAN SUPERCHARGER 4SY
MOHICAN PRIDE 412U ET
MOHICAN QUARRY 213P
ALLEN 213P MISS SUNNY 160T
ALLEN DELUXE WOMAN 390G
BW 5.7, WW 55, YW 86, MILK 20, M&G 48
ACTUAL BIRTH WEIGHT: 84#
Another dark, thick Supercharger son. Goggle eyes & red to the ground. A solid bull top to bottom with outstanding EPDs. Will add pounds to your calf crop.

LOT #27
ALLEN 215R RAWHIDE 966
Calved 3/18/2014 LE 966
Owner: Phil Allen & Son, Phil & Shannon Allen, Antimony, UT
POLLED
PW MOHICAN NASDAQ P316
MOHICAN RAWHIDE 215R
MOHICAN JUNE BABY 157M
PWF MOHICAN SILVER STAR 631 ET
ALLEN SILVER QUEEN 226U
ALLEN 46H LACEY LADY 734M
BW 4.1, WW 49, YW 93, MILK 19, M&G 43
ACTUAL BIRTH WEIGHT: 82#
You’ll love this Rawhide son, extreme depth & thickness, tremendous hind quarter, balanced EPDs, red eyes & red necked. The total package.

LOT #28
ALLEN 100W TRUST 975
Calved 3/02/2014 LE 975
Owner: Phil Allen & Son, Phil & Shannon Allen, Antimony, UT
POLLED
KCF BENNETT 3008 M326
NJW 735 M326 TRUST 100W ET
NJW P606 72N DAYDREAM 735
LLL C&L REDWOOD 113L
ALLEN MISS REDWOOD 47S
ALLEN BASIC LADY 816N
BW 4.3, WW 61, YW 106, MILK 28, M&G 58
ACTUAL BIRTH WEIGHT: 80#
Can’t say enough about this son of Denver Champion. Trust, long, thick, balanced, great hind quarter, pigmented, freckles, out of a proven Dam of Distinction. You would have to look long & hard to find better EPD’s. Growth & milk unparalleled. A cattleman’s bull.

LOT #29
ALLEN Z408 STAR MARKET 980
Calved 3/10/2014 LE 980
Owner: Phil Allen & Son, Phil & Shannon Allen, Antimony, UT
POLLED
STAR MARKET INDEX 70X ET
MOHICAN MARKET Z408
TRM NJW NASDAG LADY 94T ET
LLL BURKS ALTERNATIVE 0252
ALLEN ALTERNATIVE LADY 14R
ALLEN MISS ROYALTY 550J
BW 3.9, WW 46, YW 64, MILK 19, M&G 42
ACTUAL BIRTH WEIGHT: 78#
A smooth, trim, pigmented bull, moderate framed with lots of length, style & class. Don’t overlook this one.

LOT #30
BRL TOPPER 596B
Calved 2/19/2014 RE/LE 596B
Owner: Bell Ranch, Lilla & Woodie Bell, Paradise Valley, NV
POLLED
DRF JWR PRINCE VICTOR 71I
TH 122 711 VICTOR 719T
KBCR 19D DOMINETTE 122
BOYD WORLDWIDE 9050 ET
BRL WHIRL Z596
BRL FAME 596X
CE 6.6, BW 0.7, WW 53, YW 78, MM 26, M&G 52, MCE 23, UDDR 1.28, TEAT 1.39, SC 1.2, FAT -0.014, REA 0.28, MARB 0.12, BMI$ 23, CEZ$ 21, BII$ 20, CHB$ 28
Birth Weight 69#
Heifer Bull - Top 2% of Breed for Calving Ease – 11% Birth Wt. – Top 15% CHB Indexes – Top 3% Baldy Maker & Calving Ease

LOT #31
BRL NO SPIN B041
Calved 2/20/2014 RE/LE B041
Owner: Bell Ranch, Lilla & Woodie Bell, Paradise Valley, NV
POLLED
SHF RIB EYE M326 R117
BOYD WORLDWIDE 9050 ET
MSU TCF RACHAEL 22S ET
CRR 719 TULO 928
BRL ENVY Z410
BRL CALL GIRL P410
CE 5.1, BW 0.9, WW 47, YW 63, MM 23, M&G 47, MCE 2.2, MCCW 57, UDDR 1.30, TEAT 1.41, SC 1.0, FAT -0.044, REA 0.30, MARB 0.02, BMI$ 22, CEZ$ 20, BII$ 20, CHB$ 24
Birth Weight 66#
Heifer Bull – Top 4% of Breed Calving Ease Direct – 10% Calving Ease Index – Top 10% for Brahma; Baldy Maker

LOT #32
BRL CLIP B042
Calved 4/27/2014 RE/LE B042
Owner: Bell Ranch, Lilla & Woodie Bell, Paradise Valley, NV
POLLED
THM DURANGO 4037
CRR 4037 DURANGO 118
CRR 420 ECLIPSE 688
CRR 719 TULO 928
BRL ENVY 423Y
BRL CLASSY 423R
CE 2.6, BW 3.2, WW 62, YW 92, MM 21, M&G 52, MCE 2.1, MCCW 98, UDDR 1.12, TEAT 1.11, SC 0.8, FAT -0.016, REA 0.40, MARB 0.02, BMI$ 19, CEZ$ 16, BII$ 14, CHB$ 30
Birth Weight 68#
Top 25% Birth Wt. – 4% Weaning Wt. – 15% Yearling Wt. – Top 30% Rib Eye & Top 7% CHB of Breed.
LOT #33

BRL TRIBUTE B596

Calved 2/15/2014 RE/LE B596
Owner: Bell Ranch, Lilla & Woodie Bell, Paradise Valley, NV
POLLED

TH 122 711 VICTOR 719T
CRR 719 TULO 928
CRR 352 ECLIPSE 544
BRL CALL 100L
TCW BRL CALL GIRL 618S
BRW BELLE 92D 596G

CE -0.4, BW 6.3, WW 60, YW 92, MM 20, M&G 50, MCE -1.9, MCW 99, UDDR 0.93, TEAT 0.96, SC 0.7, FAT -0.037, REA 0.57, MARB -0.16, BMIS 14, CEZS 12, BIIS 12, CHBS 26

Birth Weight 89#

Growth bull – Top 7% of Breed for Weaning Weight – 15% for Yearling & Top 10% for Rib Eye Area.

LOT #34

BRL TRIBUTE B85

Calved 2/10/2014 RE/LE B85
Owner: Bell Ranch, Lilla & Woodie Bell, Paradise Valley, NV
POLLED

TH 122 711 VICTOR 719T
CRR 719 TULO 928
CRR 352 ECLIPSE 544
BRL CALL 100L
BRL LJ JR CALISTA B5P
LJR NETTIE 160J

CE 0.2, BW 5.7, WW 59, YW 95, MM 21, M&G 50, MCE -1.5, MCW 100, UDDR 1.08, TEAT 1.09, SC 1.1, FAT -0.048, REA 0.45, MARB -0.07, BMIS 19, CEZS 14, BIIS 17, CHBS 28

Birth Weight 86#

Top 10% in Breed for Weaning & Yearling Wt. – Top 15% CHB

LOT #35

BRL TRIBUTE B258

Calved 2/17/2014 RE/LE B258
Owner: Bell Ranch, Lilla & Woodie Bell, Paradise Valley, NV
POLLED

TH 122 711 VICTOR 719T
CRR 719 TULO 928
CRR 352 ECLIPSE 544
DJB NEW ERA 214
BRL HEIDI 258W
BRL CALL GIRL 258R

CE 1.9, BW 4.9, WW 64, YW 89, MM 17, M&G 49, MCE 0.0, MCW 89, UDDR 1.04, TEAT 1.08, SC 0.9, FAT -0.014, REA 0.35, MARB 0.07, BMIS 21, CEZS 16, BIIS 17, CHBS 31

Birth Weight 85#

Top 2 ½% of Breed Weaning Wt. – Indexes Top 15% for Baldy Maker – Top 5% CHB

LOT #36

BRL CLIP B104

Calved 3/01/2014 RE/LE B104
Owner: Bell Ranch, Lilla & Woodie Bell, Paradise Valley, NV
POLLED

THM DURANGO 4037
CRR 4037 DURANGO 118
CRR 420 ECLIPSE 688
CRR 719 TULO 928
BRL ENVY 410Y
BRL CALL GIRL P410

CE 2.1, BW 3.1, WW 58, YW 84, MM 19, M&G 48, MCE 0.4, MCW 90, UDDR 1.07, TEAT 1.06, SC 0.4, FAT -0.037, REA 0.52, MARB -0.08, BMIS 15, CEZS 15, BIIS 11, CHBS 27

Birth Weight 78#

Top 12% for Weaning Wt., Top 13% Rib Eye & Top 30% for CHB – Top 30% Yearling Wt.

LOT #37

BRS CLIP B100

Calved 2/23/2014 RE/LE B100
Owner: Bell Ranch, Lilla & Woodie Bell, Paradise Valley, NV
HORNED

THM DURANGO 4037
CRR 4037 DURANGO 118
CRR 420 ECLIPSE 688
DJB NEW ERA 214
BRS HEIDI 100W
BRL SPIRDGE DELITE ET 100R

CE 1.5, BW 2.9, WW 57, YW 84, MM 18, M&G 46, MCE 2.2, MCW 94, UDDR 1.11, TEAT 1.05, SC 0.8, FAT 0.010, REA 0.16, MARB 0.24, BMIS 20, CEZS 16, BIIS 17, CHBS 29

Birth Weight 76#

Top 3% Marbling for Breed – Top 15% Weaning – Index Top 5% Baldy Maker; 10% CHB

LOT #5202

BRL NO SPIN B42

Calved 2/11/2014 RE/LE B42
Owner: Bell Ranch, Lilla & Woodie Bell, Paradise Valley, NV
POLLED

SHF RIB EYE M326 R117
BOYD WORLDWIDE 9050 ET
MSU TCF RACHAEL 22S ET
CRR 719 TULO 928
BRL ENVY 423Z
BRL CLASSY 423R

CE 5.3, BW 1.9, WW 53, YW 77, MM 25, M&G 52, MCE 3.6, MCW 67, UDDR 1.31, TEAT 1.43, SC 1.1, FAT -0.028, REA 0.28, MARB 0.09, BMIS 23, CEZS 20, BIIS 19, CHBS 28

Birth Weight 66#

Heifer Bull – Top 5% of Breed Calving Ease – 30% Weaning – Top 7% for Baldy Maker Index & 15% CHB
LOT #38

**DHR 81Y TRUST 415**

Calved 2/10/2014 LE 415  
Owner: Daniels Hereford Ranch, Dan & Teresa Daniels, Malad, ID  
POLLED  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sire Description</th>
<th>Dams Description</th>
<th>EPD</th>
<th>Birth Weight</th>
<th>Weaning Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| NJW 73S M326 TRUST 100W ET  
NJW 5M 100W TRUST 81Y ET  
NJW 57G 74G DEW 5M  
MC 30N 60D COMMANDER T739 ET  
MOHICAN FANCY MAIDEN 49X  
MOHICAN FANCY MAIDEN 80T  
CE -0.2, BW 4.6, WW 53, YW 93, MM 23, M&G 49, MCE 2.1, SC 0.9, FAT 0.003, REA .55, MARB 0.09, BMIs 18, CEZ$ 14, BII$ 15, CHBs 27  
| NJW 73S TRUST 100W ET  
NJW 57G 74G DEW 5M  
NC 57G 74G DEW 5M  
MOHICAN TRACY 9W  
CE -0.4, BW 3.9, WW 60, YW 103, MM 28, M&G 57, MCE 4.6, SC 1.3, FAT -0.010, REA 0.52, MARB 0.22, BMIs 23, CEZ$ 15, BII$ 19, CHBs 33  
| Birth Weight: 89#  
Weaning Weight: 670#  

**LOT #39**

**DHR 81Y TRUST 422**

Calved 2/18/2014 LE 422  
Owner: Daniels Hereford Ranch, Dan & Teresa Daniels, Malad, ID  
POLLED  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sire Description</th>
<th>Dams Description</th>
<th>EPD</th>
<th>Birth Weight</th>
<th>Weaning Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| NJW 73S M326 TRUST 100W ET  
NJW 5M 100W TRUST 81Y ET  
NJW 57G 74G DEW 5M  
SHF RIB EYE M326 R117  
MOHICAN TRACY 12W  
MOHICAN TRACY 411T ET  
CE -0.4, BW 3.9, WW 60, YW 103, MM 28, M&G 57, MCE 4.6, SC 1.3, FAT -0.010, REA 0.52, MARB 0.22, BMIs 23, CEZ$ 15, BII$ 19, CHBs 33  
MOHICAN CARMEL 64Y  
MOHICAN CARMEL 410S ET  
ASH TEAMWORK 11W ET  
SHF RIB EYE M326 R117  
MOHICAN CARMEL 12W  
MOHICAN CARMEL 410S ET  
ASH TEAMWORK 11W ET  
MOHICAN FANCY MAIDEN 49X  
MOHICAN FANCY MAIDEN 80T  
CE -0.2, BW 4.6, WW 53, YW 93, MM 23, M&G 49, MCE 2.1, SC 0.9, FAT 0.003, REA .55, MARB 0.09, BMIs 18, CEZ$ 14, BII$ 15, CHBs 27  
| NJW 73S TRUST 100W ET  
NJW 57G 74G DEW 5M  
NC 57G 74G DEW 5M  
MOHICAN TRACY 9W  
CE -0.4, BW 3.9, WW 60, YW 103, MM 28, M&G 57, MCE 4.6, SC 1.3, FAT -0.010, REA 0.52, MARB 0.22, BMIs 23, CEZ$ 15, BII$ 19, CHBs 33  
| Birth Weight: 85#  
Weaning Weight: 640#  

415 is a standout in terms of overall performance. He is big footed with some extra bone and the added muscle to go with it. Excellent carcass EPDs.

422 is a rednecked bull with plenty of eye pigment. Could be used on heifers. His EPD numbers are as good as they get.

**LOT #40**

**DHR TRUST 81Y 431**

Calved 2/25/2014 LE 431  
Owner: Daniels Hereford Ranch, Dan & Teresa Daniels, Malad, ID  
POLLED  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sire Description</th>
<th>Dams Description</th>
<th>EPD</th>
<th>Birth Weight</th>
<th>Weaning Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| NSW 73S M326 TRUST 100W ET  
NJW 5M 100W TRUST 81Y ET  
NJW 57G 74G DEW 5M  
MC 30N 60D COMMANDER T739 ET  
MOHICAN FANCY MAIDEN 49X  
MOHICAN FANCY MAIDEN 80T  
CE -0.2, BW 4.6, WW 53, YW 93, MM 23, M&G 49, MCE 2.1, SC 0.9, FAT 0.003, REA .55, MARB 0.09, BMIs 18, CEZ$ 14, BII$ 15, CHBs 27  
MOHICAN CARMEL 64Y  
MOHICAN CARMEL 410S ET  
ASH TEAMWORK 11W ET  
MOHICAN FANCY MAIDEN 49X  
MOHICAN FANCY MAIDEN 80T  
CE -0.2, BW 4.6, WW 53, YW 93, MM 23, M&G 49, MCE 2.1, SC 0.9, FAT 0.003, REA .55, MARB 0.09, BMIs 18, CEZ$ 14, BII$ 15, CHBs 27  
| NJW 73S TRUST 100W ET  
NJW 57G 74G DEW 5M  
NC 57G 74G DEW 5M  
MOHICAN TRACY 9W  
CE -0.4, BW 3.9, WW 60, YW 103, MM 28, M&G 57, MCE 4.6, SC 1.3, FAT -0.010, REA 0.52, MARB 0.22, BMIs 23, CEZ$ 15, BII$ 19, CHBs 33  
| Birth Weight: 86#  
Weaning Weight: 670#  

415 is a moderate framed bull with excellent muscle shape and definition. Smooth front end plus the added benefit of eye pigment.

**LOT #41**

**DHR XEROX 404X 439**

Calved 3/10/2014 LE 439  
Owner: Daniels Hereford Ranch, Dan & Teresa Daniels, Malad, ID  
POLLED  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sire Description</th>
<th>Dams Description</th>
<th>EPD</th>
<th>Birth Weight</th>
<th>Weaning Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| WLB ELI 10H 83T  
MOHICAN XEROX 404X ET  
LAGRAND MISS 243R ET  
MOHICAN STATURE 51S  
DTK LADY EUREKA 008  
DTK NORTHERN STAR 703  
CE -0.6, BW 4.0, WW 48, YW 74, SC 0.6, MM 24, M&G 48, MCE -0.3, MCEW 87, UDDER 1.10, TEAT 1.08, FAT 0.047, REA 0.28, MARB 0.18, BMIs 14, CEZ$ 13, BII$ 13, CHBs 22  
| WLB ELI 10H 83T  
MOHICAN XEROX 404X ET  
LAGRAND MISS 243R ET  
MOHICAN STATURE 51S  
DTK LADY EUREKA 008  
DTK NORTHERN STAR 703  
CE -0.6, BW 4.0, WW 48, YW 74, SC 0.6, MM 24, M&G 48, MCE -0.3, MCEW 87, UDDER 1.10, TEAT 1.08, FAT 0.047, REA 0.28, MARB 0.18, BMIs 14, CEZ$ 13, BII$ 13, CHBs 22  
| Birth Weight: 83#  
Weaning Weight: 650#  

439 is a total package bull. Dark red, goggle eyes, deep ribbed, and well balanced. A real cowboy bull. Perfect F1 baldy female sire.

**There is No Mama Like a Hereford-Sired Mama**

Net income of $51 more per cow per year and a 7% advantage in conception rate compared to straight Angus females. All this from a bull that is known for its fertility and easy going nature. Hereford bulls—better mamas and no headaches.

Adding Hereford genetics to your herd makes perfect business sense in a cost-driven economy. Excellent conversion, hardiness, fertility, longevity and even disposition can help reduce input costs. These Hereford efficiencies are ideal for your herd, your business and your plans for the future in the beef industry. Low-maintenance cattle, long term profit.

**Daniels Hereford Ranch**

208-339-2341  
1350 N. 2100 W. Malad Idaho 83252

danielsherefordranch@yahoo.com  
Dan.Daniels@itd.idaho.gov  
Find on Facebook @ danielsherefordranch
**LOT #42**

Calved 3/01/2014 RE/LE 426  
Owner: Hawley Harrison & Sons, Clay Harrison, Heyburn, ID  
HORNED  
GB L1 DOMINO 175E  
/S 175 DOMINO 1003Y  
/S LADY ADVISOR 9261W  
BB013 SANDMAN 4214  
HHS MISS SANDY 108B  
HHS 299 STD LASS 108I  
CE 2.8, BW 3.1, WW 52, YW 90, MM 28, M&G 54, MCE 1.2, SC 1.0, FAT -0.020,  
REA 0.40, MARB 0.08, BMIS 19, CEZS 16, BIS 15, CHBS 28  
Birth Weight 83#  
A bull with a moderate birth wt. Sire was top selling bull in Shaw’s 2013 sale.

**LOT #43**

Calved 3/09/2014 RE/LE 439  
Owner: Hawley Harrison & Sons, Clay Harrison, Heyburn, ID  
POLLED  
CRR ABOUT TIME 743  
SB 61N TIME LINES65W ET  
SB 62I MIRADA 61N ET  
/S 166 DOMINO 1514  
HHS 166 DOMETT 5P26  
HHS 299 LASS 2M18  
CE 1.8, BW 3.2, WW 48, YW 81, MM 25, M&G 49, MCE 2.3, SC 0.8, FAT -0.020,  
REA 0.41, MARB -0.01, BMIS 17, CEZS 16, BIS 14, CHBS 23  
Birth Weight 84#  
The 85W cattle have excelled for us in rough high mountain pastures.

**LOT #44**

Calved 3/25/2014 RE/LE 448  
Owner: Hawley Harrison & Sons, Clay Harrison, Heyburn, ID  
POLLED  
K 64H RIBSTONE LAD 157K  
BAR1 157K RED JASPER X11 ET  
SB 122L MAIDEN 43P ET  
CCFORTS REVENGE 71P  
HHS GOLDEN MISS 8T02  
HHS 166 DOMETT 6R44  
CE -0.1, BW 4.3, WW 48, YW 85, MM 24, M&G 48, MCE 2.4, SC 1.1, FAT -0.014,  
REA 0.33, MARB 0.05, BMIS 19, CEZS 15, BIS 17, CHBS 24  
Birth Weight 81#  
A moderate framed bull with extra volume & thickness. Dam is a high  
performance cow.

**LOT #45**

Calved 2/19/2014 RE/LE 410  
Owner: Hawley Harrison & Sons, Clay Harrison, Heyburn, ID  
HORNED  
K 64H RIBSTONE LAD 157K  
BAR1 157K RED JASPER X11 ET  
SB 122L MAIDEN 43P ET  
/S 166 DOMINO 1514  
HHS 166 DOMETT 6R30  
HHS 4033 STD LASS 1L11  
CE 0.1, BW 4.5, WW 55, YW 94, SC 1.1, MM 26, M&G 53, MCE 1.0, MCW 111,  
UDDER 0.98, TEAT 0.97, FAT -0.023, REA 0.38, MARB 0.04, BMIS 18, CEZS 14,  
BIS 16, CHBS 27  
Birth Weight 89#  
This is a high performance bull with lots of growth. His dam is our top performing  
cow.
LOT #48

RR PATRIOT N BANDO

Calved 2/20/2014 HOT BRAND 4974
Owner: Robison Ranch LLC, Tabor M. Dahl, Boulder, UT
ER PATRIOT P058
LUCKY 7 PATRIOT 995
LUCKY 7 BLACKCAP BEAUTY 460
LAU BANDO J 1628
RR BANDO ENCHANTER 1581
LEACHMAN ENCHANTRESS H3211

CED 8, BW .1, WW 53, YW 94, RADG .20, DMI .07, YH 9, SC - .02, DOC 17, HP 6.7,
CEM 10, MILK 25, MW 19, MH .2, $EN - .65, CW 42, MARB .13, RE .43, FAT .023,
$W 60.79, $F 55.41, $G 12.61, $QG 11.77, $YG .84, $B 119.98

Birth Weight 74#
Parentage SNP, Genomic PF 50, PAP 84. A high $Value bull that comes from rough
country and a great cow family.

LOT #49

RR RANGER WAR PARTY

Calved 2/03/2014 HOT BRAND 4960
Owner: Robison Ranch LLC, Tabor M. Dahl, Boulder, UT
WERNER WAR PARTY 2417
LYMANS WAR PARTY 202
LYMANS FOCUS 014
LAU BANDO J 1628
RR BANDO LADY 1619
RR LEAD ON LADY 8343

CED 2, BW 1.0, WW 54, YW 91, RADG .17, DMI .45, YH .4, SC 1.16, DOC 19, HP 0,
CEM 7, MILK 27, MW 63, MH .7, $EN .16, CW .31, MARB .71, RE .19, FAT .017,
$W 55.95, $F 40.01, $G 38.69, $QG 34.40, $YG 4.29, $B 111.98

Birth Weight 82#
Parentage SNP, Genomic PF 50, PAP score 45. Big powerful bull that will put a lot
of growth on his calves. Check out his $ Values.

LOT #50

SMIT COMPLETE POWER 1482

Calved 3/21/2014 LE/RE 1482
Owner: Rose Ranch, Travis Smith, Cedar Fort, UT
SUMMITCREST COMPLETE 1P55
EXAR COMPLETE 1887B
BASIN LUCY U308
RIVERBEND NEW DAY 4197
SMIT NEW DAY LADY 745
SMIT MISS DESIGN 477

CED 4, BW 1.8, WW 55, YW 98, RADG .20, DMI .15, CEM 8, MILK 32, $EN - .30.32,
$F 59.37, $W 55.14

Birth Weight 78#
A very athletic and easy moving bull with added width, length and dimension. He
is very attractive & backed by a very consistent cow family.

LOT #51

SMIT MISSING PRIDE 1478

Calved 2/10/2014 LE/RE 1478
Owner: Rose Ranch, Travis Smith, Cedar Fort, UT
OCC MISSING LINK 830M
COLEMAN MISSING LINK 9246
BOHI PURE PRIDE 6096
H A IMAGE MAKER 0415
SMIT IMAGE LADY 1082
SMIT STOCKMAN LADY 815

CED 7, BW .8, WW 46, YW 84, CEM 8, MILK 26, $EN .12.47, CW 32, MARB .33,
RE .34, FAT .046, $F 37.27, $QG 20.98, $W 43.95, $G 19.68, $YG - .13.0, $B 98.69

Birth Weight 76#
Great performance in the bull, yet his EPD numbers are just right for Nevada.

LOT #52

SMIT MISSING LINK PRIDE 1427

Calved 2/03/2014 LE/RE 1427
Owner: Rose Ranch, Travis Smith, Cedar Fort, UT
OCC MISSING LINK 830M
COLEMAN MISSING LINK 9246
BOHI PURE PRIDE 6096
MANNING SELMA ALLIANCE 11
SMIT ALLIANCE LADY 887
SMIT JUICE NEWTON 152

CED 4, BW 1.2, WW 54, YW 91, RADG .17, DMI .45, YH .4, SC 1.16, DOC 19, HP 0,
CEM 7, MILK 27, MW 63, MH .7, $EN .16, CW .31, MARB .71, RE .19, FAT .017,
$W 55.95, $F 40.01, $G 38.69, $QG 34.40, $YG 4.29, $B 111.98

Birth Weight 80#
Excellent EPD’s. A stout, thick made bull.

LOT #53

SMIT COMPLETE THUNDER 1459

Calved 3/19/2014 LE/RE 1459
Owner: Rose Ranch, Travis Smith, Cedar Fort, UT
SUMMITCREST COMPLETE 1P55
EXAR COMPLETE 1887B
BASIN LUCY U308
V N A R IN FOCUS 7326
SMIT FOCUS LADY 1186
SMIT BEAUTY FRONTIER LADY 392

CED 2, BW 2.0, WW 55, YW 96, CEM 9, MILK 29, $EN .24.06, $F 52.64, $W 52.93

Birth Weight 79#
A top notch bull with great growth and thickness. He will add pounds to any herd.
LOT #54  SMIT COMPLETE THUNDER 1446
Calved 2/05/2014 LE/RE 1446
Owner: Rose Ranch, Travis Smith, Cedar Fort, UT
SUMMITCREST COMPLETE 1P55
EXAR COMPLETE 1887B
BASIN LUCY U308
BON VIEW BANDO 598
SMIT BANDO LADY 936
V D A R POLLY 4021
CED 4, BW 1.6, WW 47, YW 86, CEM 8, MILK 28, $EN -16.90, $F 40.15, $W 44.84
Birth Weight 80#
Excellent EPD’s. Well balanced and smooth made.

LOT #58  SMIT COMPLETE PRIDE 1458
Calved 3/29/2014 LE/RE 1458
Owner: Steve Smith Angus – Steve Smith Balancers, Steve Smith, Lehi, UT
SUMMITCREST COMPLETE 1P55
EXAR COMPLETE 1887B
BASIN LUCY U308
BON VIEW BANDO 598
SMIT BANDO THUNDER 813
V D A R POLLY 6018
CED 5, BW 1.4, WW 56, YW 98, CEM 10, MILK 26, $EN -20.13, CW 35, MARB .41, RE .42, FAT .031, $F 49.74, $G 25.47, $QG 24.32, $YG 1.15, $W 42.31, $B 90.77
Birth Weight 78#
A deep Complete Focus son. Long and trim with great eye appeal. Excellent EPD’s.

LOT #55  SMIT INCENTIVE POWER 1417
Calved 1/28/2014 LE/RE 1417
Owner: Steve Smith Angus – Steve Smith Balancers, Steve Smith, Lehi, UT
S S OBJECTIVE T510 0T26
S S INCENTIVE 9J17
S S MISS FRAN P142 B76
MANNING SELMA ALLIANCE 11
SMIT ALLIANCE BABE 886
SMIT MISS CAVALIER 119
CED 6, BW 2.0, WW 47, YW 100, CEM 9, MILK 24, $EN -11.87, CW 40, MARB .31, RE .71, FAT .036, $F 49.78, $G 23.53, $QG 20.13, $YG 3.40, $W 23.18, $B 81.11
Birth Weight 82#
A well balanced bull that should work really well with any herd, check his numbers and I am sure you will agree. Incentive son.

LOT #56  SMIT COMPLETE PRIDE 1447
Calved 3/20/2014 LE/RE 1447
Owner: Steve Smith Angus – Steve Smith Balancers, Steve Smith, Lehi, UT
SUMMITCREST COMPLETE 1P55
EXAR COMPLETE 1887B
BASIN LUCY U308
MANNING SELMA ALLIANCE 11
SMIT ALLIANCE LADY 988
SMIT MISS HOLIDAY 218
CED 4, BW 1.5, WW 62, YW 107, CEM 9, MILK 28, $EN -28.50, $F 60.63, $W 46.60
Birth Weight 79#
Great performance in this bull, yet his EPD numbers are just right for Nevada. He will move your herd in the right direction.

LOT #57  SMIT COMPLETE POWER 1493
Calved 3/05/2014 LE/RE 1493
Owner: Steve Smith Angus – Steve Smith Balancers, Steve Smith, Lehi, UT
SUMMITCREST COMPLETE 1P55
EXAR COMPLETE 1887B
BASIN LUCY U308
MANNING SELMA ALLIANCE 11
SMIT ALLIANCE LADY 987
SMIT EXTENDER LADY 321
CED 4, BW 1.6, WW 63, YW 108, CEM 9, MILK 26, $EN -25.72, $F 61.64, $W 46.10
Birth Weight 79#
Complete Power son is moderate in his type to fit the needs of the ranchers in Nevada. Excellent EPD’s.
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**LOT #60**  
**SMIT HOOVER DAM PRIDE 1414**  
Calved 2/02/2014 LE/RE 1414  
Owner: Steve Smith Angus – Steve Smith Balancers, Steve Smith, Lehi, UT  
SYDGEN C C & 7  
HOOVER DAM  
ERICA OF ELLSTON C124  
V N A R IN FOCUS 7326  
SMIT FOCUS POWER 1023  
SMIT ALLIANCE LADY 821  
CED 6, BW 1.0, WW 53, YW 93, CEM 8, MILK 27, $EN -19.04, $F 48.58, SW 52.00  
Birth Weight 77#  
This bull has an excellent Adj. 205 which was 729. Add serious pounds to your calves at weaning.

**LOT #61**  
**SMIT FINAL PRODUCT 1429**  
Calved 2/05/2014 LE/RE 1429  
Owner: Steve Smith Angus – Steve Smith Balancers, Steve Smith, Lehi, UT  
CONNEALY PRODUCT 568  
CONNEALY FINAL PRODUCT  
EBONISTA OF CONANGA 471  
MC CUMBER EQUATOR 6122  
SMIT EQUATOR QUEEN 1047  
V D A R POLLY 6018  
CED 2, BW 1.4, WW 47, YW 90, CEM 8, MILK 24, $EN -12.43, CW 21, MARB .31, RE .27, FAT .034, $F 47.36, $G 21.67, $QG 20.13, $YG 1.54, $W 39.43, $B 75.80  
Birth Weight 81#  
This bull is from a very nice McCumber cow. Great maternal, quiet disposition, good udder. Excellent EPD’s. Final Product son.

**LOT #62**  
**SILVER STATE PIONEER 481**  
Calved 9/10/2014 LE/RE 481  
Owner: Hone Ranch, Charlie Hone, Minden, NV  
S A V PIONEER 7301  
GRANGER PIONEER 052  
LEADORE HERO BILL 2232  
SILVER STATE QUEEN 482  
SILVER STATE QUEEN 0064  
CED 2, BW 2.6, WW 49, YW 82, YH .5, SC 1.38, DOC 5, CEM 9, MILK 16, $EN 4.44, CW 17, MARB .35, RE .37, FAT .013, $F 31.67, $G 27.75, $QG 21.90, $YG 5.85, $W 34.13, $B 70.53  
Actual Birth Weight: 86#  
CED 6, BW 1.1, WW 43, YW 77, YH .1, SC 1.17, CEM 12, MILK 21, $EN -07, CW 18, MARB .42, RE .56, FAT .023, $F 26.98, $G 31.57, $QG 24.70, $YG 6.87, $W 37.26, $B 76.20  
BIRTH WEIGHT: 84#  
CED 6, BW .5, WW 46, YW 74, DOC 2, CEM 12, MILK 22, $EN 1.73, $F 16.84, $W 35.04  
Actual Birth Weight: 75#  
LOT #68

Calved 3/24/2014 LE/RE 422
Owner: Edd Price, Craig, CO

PRICE BIG TIME 422

PRICE PONY BOB 115
PRICE BIG TIME Z26
PRICE BEAUTY 901
SITZ ALLIANCE 6595
PRICE ROSE 711
PAR ROSE 103
CED 5, BW 1.7, WW 50, YW 78, YH .7, DOC 14, CEM 10, MILK 22, $EN -.31, $F 19.82, $W 35.35

Actual Birth Weight: 82#
205 Adj. 757 lbs. Second highest weaned calf in 2014.

LOT #69

Calved 7/26/2014 LE/RE 9785
Owner: Wild West Angus, Mitch Cain, Dairy, OR

CAIN SIGNATURE 9785

KESSLERS FRONTMAN R001
BOYD SIGNATURE 1014
BOYD ERICA DIANNA 9054
S A V STOCK OPTION 0606
CAIN ERICA DIANNA 9783
WULFS ERICA DIANNA 978
CED 2, BW 3.7, WW 62, YW 116, CEM 7, MILK 29, $EN -35.29, $F 75.72, $W 34.76
Birth Wt 76#
Moderate framed and bred for growth and muscle. Moderate birth wt., should be OK on heifers.

LOT #70

Calved 8/23/2014 LE/RE 8515
Owner: Wild West Angus, Mitch Cain, Dairy, OR

CAIN WIDE DUKE 8515

WHITE NEW DAY DUKE 6425
CIC TRUSTED DUKE 32Y
CIC RESTORED TRUST 215U
B C LOOKOUT 7024
B C C RITA LO 5008-8519
B C C RITA NL 8022-5008
CED 5, BW 2.9, WW 58, YW 89, CEM 7, MILK 15, $EN 2.34, CW 29, MARB .19, RE .63, FAT -.007, $F 34.26, $G 23.40, $QG 14.67, $YG 8.73, $W 38.12, $B 78.96
Birth Wt 88#
Great feet and legs, easy fleshing heavy muscled, moderate milk bull. Will hold up in the desert well.

LOT #71

Calved 10/09/2014 LE/RE 1M15
Owner: Wild West Angus, Mitch Cain, Dairy, OR

CAIN NEW DUKE 1M15

WHITE NEW DAY DUKE 6425
CIC TRUSTED DUKE 32Y
CIC RESTORED TRUST 215U
CAIN 878 DIRECTION 0907
CAIN RAWHIDE LADY 1M11
G-S THOMAS RAWHIDE LADY
CED 1, BW .1, WW 57, YW 89, SC .34, CEM 6, MILK 18, $EN -2.29, CW 20, MARB .21, RE .37, FAT -.006, $F 34.87, $G 22.80, $QG 15.60, $YG 7.20, $W 38.93, $B 63.89
Birth Wt 78#
A little more frame size and extension. Good feet & legs, built to travel. Easy keeping genetics.

LOT #72

Calved 2/27/2014 LE/RE 4125
Owner: White Angus, Ray W. White, Nyssa OR

WHITE ABSOLUTE 125

S A V FINAL ANSWER 0035
K C F BENNETT ABSOLUTE
THOMAS MISS LUCY 5152
PRICE KIT CARSON 819
PRICE QUEEN MOTHER 125
PRICE QUEEN MOTHER 802
CED 11, BW .1, WW 61, YW 108, YH .8, SC .84, CEM 12, MILK 20, $EN -16.61, $W 51.80, $F 70.64
BW 90, Adj WW 756, Adj YW 1097, CED +11
Good heifer bull.

LOT #73

Calved 3/21/2014 LE/RE 413
Owner: White Angus, Ray W. White, Nyssa OR

WHITE BUDDY 213

PRICE TRAVELER 706
PRICE SLEEP WELL BUDDY 913
PRICE QUEEN MOTHER 633
PRICE SLEEP WELL BUDDY 913
WHITE ROSE 213
PRICE ROSE 113
CED 8, BW 1.9, WW 47, YW 90, YH .4, SC 1.33, CEM 11, MILK 20, $EN -5.99, $W 33.54, $F 47.36
BW 88, Adj WW 675, Adj YW 985, CED +8
Good disposition.
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LOT #74  
**WHITE DESTINATION 419**

Calved 3/16/2014 LE/RE 0419  
Owner: White Angus, Ray W. White, Nyssa OR  

- B/R DESTINATION 727  
- B/R DESTINATION 727-928  
- B/R BLACKCAP EMPRESS 558  
- BAKER CHARGE ON 1624  
- WHITE BARARAMERE JET 419  
- PRICE BARARAMERE JET 419  

CED 7, BW .8, WW 50, YW 86, YH .2, SC .56, CEM 11, MILK 18, $EN -.34, $W 41.86, $F 38.07  
BW 84, Adj WW 644, Adj YW 903, CED +7

LOT #75  
**WHITE FOCAL PT Z10**

Calved 2/27/2014 LE/RE 410  
Owner: White Angus, Ray W. White, Nyssa OR  

- MYTTY IN FOCUS  
- KG FOCAL POINT 8100  
- KG PRINCESS 6304  
- PRICE PONY BOB 115  
- WHITE QUEEN MOTHER Z10  
- PRICE QUEEN MOTHER 802  

CED 12, BW -.4, WW 40, YW 77, YH .4, SC 1.07, CEM 11, MILK 22, $EN -2.16, $W 35.06, $F 29.02  
BW 78, Adj WW 564, Adj YW 870, CED +12  
Good heifer bull.

LOT #76  
**WHITE CONNEALY Z19**

Calved 3/09/2014 LE/RE 419  
Owner: White Angus, Ray W. White, Nyssa OR  

- CONNEALY PRODUCT 568  
- CONNEALY FINAL PRODUCT  
- EBONISTA OF CONANGA 471  
- PRICE TOTAL 103  
- WHITE BARARAMERE JET Z19  
- PRICE BABBARAMERE JET 910  

CED 7, BW 0, WW 51, YW 90, YH .3, SC .83, CEM 12, MILK 25, $EN -13.91, $W 50.07, $F 44.55  
BW 76, Adj WW 666, Adj YW 927, CED +7  
I would use this one on heifers & mature cows.

LOT #77  
**WHITE BUDDY 1019**

Calved 5/08/2014 LE/RE 4019  
Owner: White Angus, Ray W. White, Nyssa OR  

- PRICE TRAVELER 706  
- PRICE SLEEP WELL BUDDY 913  
- PRICE QUEEN MOTHER 633  
- NOAHS AMPLE 53-5095  
- CHAMBERLAIN’S BLACKBIRD1019  
- CHAMBERLAIN’S BLACKBIRD 822  

CED 8, BW -.5, WW 47, YW 85, YH .8, SC .89, CEM 10, MILK 20, $EN -3.91, $W 40.56, $F 38.36  
BW 80, Adj WW 716, Adj YW 1012, CED +8
LOT #78  WHITE BUDDY 1021
Calved 3/29/2014 LE/RE 4021
Owner: White Angus, Ray W. White, Nyssa OR
PRICE TRAVELER 706
PRICE SLEEP WELL BUDDY 913
PRICE QUEEN MOTHER 633
NM NOAHS GLORY 76-313
CHAMBERLAIN’S CHOICE 1021
NOAH’S CHOICE 4103
CED 4, BW 1.9, WW 49, YW 85, YH .4, SC .90, CEM 4, MILK 18, $EN -.12,
$W 37.56, $F 36.98
BW 97, Adj WW 708, Adj YW 998
Outstanding pedigree. Should make good herd bull.

LOT #79  K D K N BAR EMULATION EXT 70
Calved 1/28/2014 LE/RE 70
Owner: Dana & Rena Weishaupt, Fallon, NV
K C F BENNETT TOTAL
PRICE TOTAL 103
PRICE BEAUTY 413
PRICE MONTANA POWER 419
K D K RAINMAKER MARIANNE
RAINMAKERS MARIANNE
Birth Weight 88#, WW 665#, YW 960#
These bulls are raised on permanent pasture, alfalfa, and dairy mix feed with 15% protein.

LOT #80  K D K TRAVELER EXT 572
Calved 1/28/2014 LE/RE 71
Owner: Dana & Rena Weishaupt, Fallon, NV
K C F BENNETT TOTAL
PRICE TOTAL 103
PRICE BEAUTY 413
PRICE MONTANA POWER 419
K D K STAR TRAVELER
FIVE STAR 572 ABELEEN
Birth Weight 83#, WW 720#, YW 885#
Bulls are raised on permanent pasture, alfalfa, and dairy mix feed with 15% protein.

LOT #81  K D K ALLIANCAE ARROW 08
Calved 2/06/2014 LE/RE 98
Owner: Dana & Rena Weishaupt, Fallon, NV
K C F BENNETT TOTAL
PRICE TOTAL 103
PRICE BEAUTY 413
SMIT NEW DAY POWER 627
K D K N BAR PRITT 08
MISS PRITTS PRITSY
Birth Weight 76#, WW 650#, YW 1030#
Bulls are raised on permanent pasture, alfalfa, and dairy mix feed with 15% protein.

LOT #82  K D K SITZ TRAVELER EXT 23
Calved 2/10/2014 LE/RE 23
Owner: Dana & Rena Weishaupt, Fallon, NV
K C F BENNETT TOTAL
PRICE TOTAL 103
PRICE BEAUTY 413
NELSON NEW DESIGN SH 1044
ROSE’S EMY LU DESIGN 23
O BAR D BLACK ROSIE 31
Birth Weight 90#, WW 700#, YW 990#
Bulls are raised on permanent pasture, alfalfa, and dairy mix feed with 15% protein.

LOT #83  TL&C ND 5050 464
Calved 10/25/2014 LE/RE 464
Owner: Thorenfeldt Land & Cattle, Bo Thorenfeldt, Hillsborough, CA
B/R NEW DESIGN 036
G A R NEW DESIGN 5050
G A R PRECISION 706
S A V BISMARCK 5682
V A R LUCY 9315
BASIN LUCY N947
CED 14, BW .4, WW 54, YW 106, RADG .28, DMI .08, YH .6, SC .46, DOC 15,
HP 15.5, CEM 14, MILK 27, MW 46, MH .6, $EN -17.42, CW 31, MARB .64, RE .74,
FAT .023, $W 56.44, $F 37.79, $QG 31.05, $G 124.06
Birth Weight 75#
Impressive Traction son from a tremendous daughter of Plattemere Weigh Up. He
will add quality and pounds to your calf crop.

LOT #84  TL&C EZ TRACTION 434
Calved 4/27/2014 LE/RE 434
Owner: Thorenfeldt Land & Cattle, Bo Thorenfeldt, Hillsborough, CA
SITZ TOP GAME 561X
JMB TRACTION 292
JMB EMULOTA 013
LATTEMERE WEIGH UP K360
DEER VALLEY BLACKBIRD 2253
SANDPOINT BLACKBIRD S505
CED 1, BW 2.9, WW 69, YW 132, RADG .29, DMI .57, YH .7, SC 1.10, DOC 16, HP
20.3, CEM 5, MILK 26, MW 17, MH .2, $EN -18.41, CW 61, MARB .64, RE 1.19, FAT
.036, $W 71.96, $F 104.25, $G 37.81, $QG 30.32, $QG 30.18, $QG 30.18, $G 177.47
Birth Weight 75#
Low birthweight son of the proven high growth sire SAV Harvestor, from one of
the most proven and productive cow families in the Angus Breed.
LOT #86  TL&C 10X POWER 449
Calved 9/16/2014 LE/RE 449
Owner: Thorenfeldt Land & Cattle, Bo Thorenfeldt, Hillsborough, CA
MYTTY IN FOCUS
A A R TEN X 7008 S A
A A R LADY KELTON 5551
S A V FREE SPIRIT 8164
CHAMPION HILL EMBLYNETTE7830
CHAMPION HILL EMBLYNETTE4966
CED 2, BW 3.9, WW 59, YW 108, RADG. 22, DMI. 64, YH. 7, SC .165, DOC 3, HP
8.6, CEM 3, MILK 23, MW 12, MH. 2, SEN. -4.90, CW 45, MARB .86, RE .53, FAT
-012, SW 56.23, $F 63.23, $G 43.56, $QG 38.18, $YG 5.38, $B 146.23
Birth Weight 82#
High performance son of the proven and popular 10x from a dam that is a
member of the Emblynette cow family developed at SAV.

LOT #87  TL&C WEIGH UP 453
Calved 10/21/2014 LE/RE 453
Owner: Thorenfeldt Land & Cattle, Bo Thorenfeldt, Hillsborough, CA
SITZ UPWARD 307R
PLATTEMERE WEIGH UP K360
BARBARA OF PLATTEMERE 337
RITO 112 OF 2536 RITO 616
DEER VALLEY RITA 8342
G A R EXT 9
CED 8, BW 1.6, WW 67, YW 124, RADG. 30, DMI. 34, YH. 6, SC -.25, DOC 12, HP
12.2, CEM 11, MILK 21, MW 71, MH.7, SEN. -18.09, CW 58, MARB .40, RE .73, FAT
.017, SW 60.25, $F 95.46, $G 26.22, $QG 23.81, $YG 2.41, $B 164.13
Birth Weight 78#
This son of Weigh Up presents an elite EPD genetic package and is backed by one
of the best cow families in the Angus breed.

LOT #88  TL&C GRANITE 457
Calved 10/24/2014 LE/RE 457
Owner: Thorenfeldt Land & Cattle, Bo Thorenfeldt, Hillsborough, CA
CONNEALY CONSENSUS 7229
CONNEALY BLACK GRANITE
EURA ELGA OF CONANGA 9109
ALC BIG EYE D09N
WESTWIND BRIGITTE DJH 008
TEHAMA BLACKCAP L112
CED 7, BW .6, WW 49, YW 90, RADG. 21, DMI. 22, YH. 4, SC .45, DOC 8, HP 14.0,
CEM 11, MILK 27, MW 12, MH. 3, SEN. -7.01, CW 31, MARB .43, RE .90, FAT -.011,
SW 57.71, $F 47.30, $G 36.64, $QG 25.10, $YG 11.54, $B 115.75
Birth Weight 80#
Excellent heifer bull prospect by the proven and popular sire Black Granite from a
great cow family.

LOT #89  TL&W EEIGH UP 459
Calved 10/25/2014 LE/RE 459
Owner: Thorenfeldt Land & Cattle, Bo Thorenfeldt, Hillsborough, CA
SITZ UPWARD 307R
PLATTEMERE WEIGH UP K360
BARBARA OF PLATTEMERE 337
RITO 112 OF 2536 RITO 616
DEER VALLEY RITA 8342
G A R EXT 9
CED 8, BW 1.1, WW 65, YW 116, RADG. 29, DMI. 23, YH. 5, SC .08, DOC 13, HP
15.9, CEM 11, MILK 18, MW 51, MH. 5, SEN. -7.22, CW 42, MARB .52, RE .56, FAT
-.008, SW 60.75, $F 84.05, $G 34.27, $QG 28.40, $YG 5.87, $B 142.64
Birth Weight 70#
Low birthweight son of Weigh Up with exceptional EPD package and pedigree.

LOT #90  TL&C COMPLETE 463
Calved 10/30/2014 LE/RE 463
Owner: Thorenfeldt Land & Cattle, Bo Thorenfeldt, Hillsborough, CA
C F RIGHT DESIGN 1802
SUMMITCREST COMPLETE IP55
SUMMITCREST ELBA 1M17
S S OBJECTIVE T510 0T26
G A R OBJECTIVE R137
G A R RETAIL PRODUCT H4114
CED .33, BW 3.4, WW 54, YW 99, RADG. 20, DMI .36, YH .7, SC .42, DOC 22, HP
9.3, CEM 9, MILK 35, MW 27, MH .3, SEN. -25.52, CW 31, MARB .73, RE 1.09, FAT
-012, SW 59.90, $F 56.82, $G 48.27, $QG 34.87, $YG 13.40, $B 125.77
Birth Weight 80#
Big, rugged Complete son that will add power and quality to your next calf crop.

LOT #91  WESTWIND R RESUME DJH 430
Calved 4/08/2014 LE/RE 430
Owner: Westwind Ranch Angus, David J. Holden, Oroville, CA
S A V FINAL ANSWER 0035
BOYD RESUME 9008
BOYD FOREVER LADY 5125
S A V PIONEER 7301
BOYD EMBLYNETTE 2046
CHAMPION HILL EMBLYNETTE7592
CHAMPION HILL EMBLYNETTE5972
CED 13, BW .4, WW 53, YW 97, RADG .18, DMI .43, YH .6, SC .84, DOC 12, HP
16.9, CEM 13, MILK 28, MW 53, MH .2, SEN. -18.12, CW 22, MARB .51, RE .63, FAT
.066, SW 57.91, $F 52.14, $G 30.19, $QG 28.07, $YG 2.12, $B 84.15
Birth Weight 80#
Elite heifer bull from the highly prolific and productive Emblynette cow family. His
mother is one of our best young cows.

LOT #92  WESTWIND GRIT DJH 452
Calved 9/23/2014 LE/RE 452
Owner: Westwind Ranch Angus, David J. Holden, Oroville, CA
EXAR WORLDWIDE 96008
EXAR GRIT 1025B
EXAR LADY BLANCHE 9739
S S OBJECTIVE T510 0T26
KLR LADY 1281
BELMONT LADY 9015 3313
CED 6, BW 2.2, WW 61, YW 111, RADG. 27, DMI. 27, YH 5, SC 1.26, DOC 9, HP
8.1, CEM 10, MILK 14, MW 45, MH .6, SEN. 57, CW 40, MARB 74, RE .28,
FAT .022, SW 47.38, $F 76.46, $G 56.80, $QG 35.18, $YG 13.40, $B 136.53
Birth Weight 79#
High performance son of Grit with a moderate BW and excellent growth and
carcass with genomically enhanced EPDs.
LOT #93  PEV THUNDER 2B12
Calved 9/02/2014 LE/RE 2B12
Owner: Potter’s Emmett Valley Ranch, Kevin Potter, Emmett, ID
BALDRIDGE KABOOM K243 KCF
CONNEALY THUNDER
PARKA OF CONANGA 241
B C MARATHON 7022
PEV MARATHON PAULINE 2U16
PEV MAYOR PAULINE 2R3
CED 1, BW 2.6, WW 46, YW 85, CEM 5, MILK 22, $EN -6.46, CW 32, MARB .20, RE -39, FAT -.001, $F 39.06, $G 19.99, $QG 15.13, $YG 4.86, $W 34.05, $B 99.22
Birth Weight 84#
A balanced trait bull.

LOT #94  PEV THUNDER 2B18
Calved 10/08/2014 LE/RE 2B18
Owner: Potter’s Emmett Valley Ranch, Kevin Potter, Emmett, ID
BALDRIDGE KABOOM K243 KCF
CONNEALY THUNDER
PARKA OF CONANGA 241
TC ABERDEEN 759
PEV ABERDEEN PAULINE 2Y13
PEV MARATHON PAULINE 2U16
CED 7, BW 3, WW 50, YW 93, CEM 9, MILK 26, $EN -17.37, CW 35, MARB .28, RE .81, FAT -.007, $F 50.70, $G 27.93, $QG 18.93, $YG 9.00, $W 46.97, $B 115.35
Birth Weight 74#
A calving ease bull with strong carcass merit.

LOT #95  PEV THUNDER 10B3
Calved 9/23/2014 LE/RE 10B3
Owner: Potter’s Emmett Valley Ranch, Kevin Potter, Emmett, ID
BALDRIDGE KABOOM K243 KCF
CONNEALY THUNDER
PARKA OF CONANGA 241
SITZ ALLIANCE 6595
SITZ JLS TRULY 071M
FSHK TRULY 809
CED 2, BW 2.4, WW 48, YW 87, RAGD .18, DMI .57, YH .5, SC 68, DOC 19, HP 12.0, CEM 8, MILK 27, MW 10, MH .3, SEN -12.48, CW 35, MARB .58, RE .40, FAT .014, $F 34.08, $G 33.24, $QG 30.36, $YG 2.88, $W 45.52, $B 112.35
Birth Weight 90#
A stout growth bull out of a 12 year-old dam that never misses.

LOT #96  PEV 6EM3 EMBLAZON 11B1
Calved 9/12/2014 LE/RE 11B1
Owner: Potter’s Emmett Valley Ranch, Kevin Potter, Emmett, ID
O C C EMBLAZON 854E
RITO 6EM3 OF 4L1 EMBLAZON
RITA 4L1 OF 2536 208
BON VIEW NEW DESIGN 878
PEV NEW DESIGN QUEEN 11R3
PEV MAYOR QUEEN 11L1
CED 6, BW 1.8, WW 49, YW 86, CEM 7, MILK 20, $EN -3.81, CW 17, MARB .39, RE .44, FAT .044, $F 38.76, $G 26.77, $QG 23.44, $YG 3.33, $W 39.61, $B 70.34
Birth Weight 79#
A calving ease bull with strong carcass merit.

LOT #97  PEV TRAILBOSS 21B9
Calved 10/08/2014 LE/RE 21B9
Owner: Potter’s Emmett Valley Ranch, Kevin Potter, Emmett, ID
CONNEALY THUNDER
PEV TRAILBOSS
PEV MARATHON LADY 84U1
WOODHILL FORESIGHT
PEV FST BARBARAMERENELL 21X3
SITZ BARBARAMERE NELL 704P
CED 2, BW 2.3, WW 46, YW 84, CEM 6, MILK 22, $EN -5.92, CW 25, MARB .37, RE .03, FAT -.007, $F 37.27, $G 24.90, $QG 22.61, $YG 2.29, $W 35.70, $B 87.28
Birth Weight 78#
A low birth weight bull with balanced EPDs.

LOT #98  PEV TRAILBOSS 65B2
Calved 9/27/2014 LE/RE 65B2
Owner: Potter’s Emmett Valley Ranch, Kevin Potter, Emmett, ID
CONNEALY THUNDER
PEV TRAILBOSS
PEV MARATHON LADY 84U1
SITZ TRADITION RLS 8702
PEV TRADITION BLACKBIRD 65S1
SITZ BLACKBIRD 605N
CED 4, BW 1.7, WW 50, YW 89, CEM 9, MILK 19, $EN -3.86, CW 35, MARB .31, RE .42, FAT -.007, $F 43.45, $G 25.43, $QG 20.13, $YG 5.30, $W 39.00, $B 111.99
Birth Weight 84#
A calving ease bull with strong growth and carcass.

LOT #99  PEV THUNDER 85B8
Calved 9/01/2014 LE/RE 85B8
Owner: Potter’s Emmett Valley Ranch, Kevin Potter, Emmett, ID
BALDRIDGE KABOOM K243 KCF
CONNEALY THUNDER
PARKA OF CONANGA 241
WOODHILL FORESIGHT
PEV FORESIGHT BARBARA 85Z9
PEV LOOKOUT BARBARA 85W10
CED 6, BW .9, WW 46, YW 89, CEM 9, MILK 24, $EN -11.89, CW 33, MARB .44, RE .66, FAT .003, $F 46.25, $G 32.92, $QG 25.47, $YG 7.45, $W 39.09, $B 115.33
Birth Weight 73#
A calving ease bull with strong carcass merit.

LOT #100  PEV THUNDER 98B1
Calved 8/27/2014 LE/RE 98B1
Owner: Potter’s Emmett Valley Ranch, Kevin Potter, Emmett, ID
BALDRIDGE KABOOM K243 KCF
CONNEALY THUNDER
PARKA OF CONANGA 241
CONNEALY FINAL PRODUCT
PEV FP BARBARAMERE JET 98Z1
PEV MYR BARBARAMERE JET 98T2
CED 5, BW .6, WW 49, YW 92, CEM 10, MILK 25, $EN -15.17, CW 29, MARB .44, RE .56, FAT .003, $F 49.58, $G 33.00, $QG 25.47, $YG 7.53, $W 44.27, $B 106.53
Birth Weight 74#
A calving ease bull with big growth and carcass.
LOT #S205  PEV TRAILBOSS 9B4
Calved 10/27/2014 LE/RE 9B4
Owner: Potter's Emmett Valley Ranch, Kevin Potter, Emmett, ID
CONNEALY THUNDER
PEV TRAILBOSS
PEV MARATHON LADY 84U1
N BAR EMULATION EXT
PEV EXT EFFIE 9P4
PEV ON LINE EFFIE 9M4
CED 3, BW 2.2, WW 79, YW 79, CEM 9, MILK 23, $EN -4.85, CW 24, MARB .45, RE .10, FAT 0, $F 29.80, $G 28.46, $GQ 25.83, $YG 2.63, $SW 36.26, $B 87.63
Birth Weight 86#
An optimum trait bull.

LOT #S206  PEV THUNDER 52B1
Calved 10/02/2014 LE/RE 52B1
Owner: Potter's Emmett Valley Ranch, Kevin Potter, Emmett, ID
BALDRIDGE KABOOM K243 KCF
CONNEALY THUNDER
PARKA OF CONANGA 241
SITZ ALLIANCE 6595
SITZ HENRIETTA PRIDE 052M
SITZ HENRIETTA PRIDE 1684
CED 2, BW 2.3, WW 68, YW 68, CEM 7, MILK 26, $EN -3.94, CW 21, MARB .46, RE 0, FAT .011, $F 17.45, $G 26.87, $GQ 26.23, $YG 2.64, $SW 26.88, $B 77.78
Birth Weight 87#
An optimum trait bull.

LOT #101  RJR FLIGHT COMMANDER 406
Calved 8/29/2014 LE/RE 406
Owner: Flying R J Ranch, Rick & Jerrie Libby, Live Oak, CA
CONNEALY CONSENSUS
CONNEALY CONSENSUS 7229
BLUE LILLY OF CONANGA 16
S A V BISMARCK 5682
B A R BISMARCK STAR 35
B A R STAR AMBUSH 3608
CED 3, BW 1.5, WW 58, YW 99, RADG .20, DMI .26, YH .5, SC .40, DOC 14, HP 20.5, CEM 6, MILK 21, MW 5, MH .2, $EN 2.45, CW 27, MARB .78, RE .60, FAT .008, $F 56.39, $G 43.45, $GQ 36.17, $YG 7.28, $SW 65.52, $B 113.56
Birth Weight 68#

LOT #102  RJR NEW CONSENSUS 412
Calved 8/31/2014 LE/RE 412
Owner: Flying R J Ranch, Rick & Jerrie Libby, Live Oak, CA
CONNEALY CONSENSUS
CONNEALY CONSENSUS 7229
BLUE LILLY OF CONANGA 16
B/R NEW FRONTIER 095
VOML SWEET LORELEI 261R
S A R EUTHEMIA 015
CED 6, BW 1.8, WW 56, YW 97, RADG 21, DMI .18, YH .6, SC 1.52, DOC 11, HP 21.2, CEM 7, MILK 23, MW -8, MH .2, $EN 1.91, CW 34, MARB .85, RE .44, FAT .025, $F 56.09, $G 40.24, $GQ 37.93, $YG 2.31, $SW 65.73, $B 128.11
Birth Weight 78#

Offering
SIX outstanding bulls for 2016
— Calving ease to Multi-trait —

SIRES INCLUDE:
Connealy Consensus 7229

Deer Valley All-in by AAR Ten X7008 SA

RJR Aviator New Look 805
(HERD bull producing consistent high point bulls for NCA)

Write or call for details: FLYING RJ RANCH
Rick and Jerrie Libby • P. O. Box 128 Live Oak, CA 95953 • 530-218-1841 or rlibby@syix.com
**LOT #103**

**RJR ALL IN ABE 911B-413**
Calved 8/29/2014 LE/RE 413
Owner: Flying R J Ranch, Rick & Jerrie Libby, Live Oak, CA
A A R TEN X 7008 S A
DEER VALLEY ALL IN
DEER VALLEY RITA 0274
B C LOOKOUT 7024
PCC-7024-ABIGALE-6021-911B
B C A ABIGALE 854E 6062-6021

CED 8, BW 2.1, WW 65, YW 108, RADG .22, DMI .38, YH .4, SC .99, DOC 9, HP 12.9, CEM 7, MILK 27, MW 29, MH .3, $EN -15.53, CW 57, MARB .65, RE 1.27, FAT .003, $F 65.17, $G 42.79, $QG 32.60, $YG 10.19, $W 73.40, $B 173.68

**Birth Weight 70#**

**LOT #104**

**RJR AVIATORS FORESIGHT 425**
Calved 10/10/2014 LE/RE 425
Owner: Flying R J Ranch, Rick & Jerrie Libby, Live Oak, CA
EXAR NEW LOOK 2971
RJR AVIATOR NEW LOOK 805
G A R PRECISION 770
WOODHILL FORESIGHT
THUNDER HILL KINDNESS 6930
THUNDER HILL KINDNESS 7615

CED 7, BW 1.7, WW 35, YW 70, RADG 17, DMI -01, YH .5, SC .82, DOC 17, HP 8.2, CEM 12, MILK 20, MW 24, MH 2, $EN 7.78, CW 20, MARB .66, RE .16, FAT .024, $F 27.17, $G 34.40, $QG 32.94, $YG 1.46, $W 26.67, $B 90.11

**Birth Weight 74#**

**LOT #105**

**RJR NEW LOOK BEXTOR 436**
Calved 10/12/2014 LE/RE 436
Owner: Flying R J Ranch, Rick & Jerrie Libby, Live Oak, CA
EXAR NEW LOOK 2971
RJR AVIATOR NEW LOOK 805
G A R PRECISION 770
R J R AVIATOR BEXTOR 9025
RJR LUCY BEX 118
V A R LUCY 8047

CED 3, BW 3.4, WW 46, YW 88, RADG .22, DMI .08, YH .4, SC -.50, DOC 20, HP 5.9, CEM 10, MILK 25, MW 56, MH .5, $EN -11.16, CW 37, MARB .55, RE .77, FAT -.003, $F 49.20, $G 38.02, $QG 29.42, $YG 8.60, $W 34.25, $B 133.91

**Birth Weight 72#**

**LOT #106**

**RJR NEW FREIGHT 442**
Calved 10/03/2014 LE/RE 442
Owner: Flying R J Ranch, Rick & Jerrie Libby, Live Oak, CA
EXAR NEW LOOK 2971
RJR AVIATOR NEW LOOK 805
G A R PRECISION 770
CONNEALY FREIGHTLINER
BCC LADY JAYE FRT 6026-0503
BCC LADY JAYE 650H 743-6026

CED 11, BW 1, WW 34, YW 66, RADG .18, DMI -07, YH 0, SC .71, DOC 4, HP 11.4, CEM 13, MILK 21, MW 8, MH -.1, $EN 11.00, CW 13, MARB .44, RE 0, FAT .019, $F 22.45, $G 26.73, $QG 25.47, $YG 1.26, $W 34.01, $B 66.78

**Birth Weight 70#**

**LOT #107**

**BEITIA ABERDEEN 4530**
Calved 3/07/2014 LE/RE 4530
Owner: Beitia Livestock, Flying X Angus, Daniel, Gerri, Jonathan Beitia, Elko, NV
TC ABERDEEN 759
CCC ABERDEEN 1101
CCC MISS RIGHT 1057
NORTHERN IMPROVEMENT 4480 GF
FX ELDERINE BLACKCAP 5301
FX ELDERINE MAXINE

CED 5, CED Acc 0.33, BW 1.1, BW Acc 0.42, WW 49, WW Acc 0.3, YW 84, YW Acc 0.28, RADG 0.21, RADG Acc 0.29, DMI -0.12, DMI Acc 0.29, YH 1.3, YH Acc 0.33, SC 0.43, SC Acc .35, DOC 12, DOC Acc 0.27, HP 8.5, HP Acc 0.14, CEM 11, CEM Acc 0.1, MILK 23, MILK Acc 0.17, MW 56, MW Acc 0.29, MH 0.7, MH Acc 0.16, $EN -7.8, CW 39, CW Acc 0.15, MARB 0.28, MARB Acc 0.3, RE 0.36, RE Acc 0.21, FAT 0.006, FAT Acc 0.27, Wean Value 45.48, Feedlot Value 44.83, Grid Value 21.39, Beef Value 125.36, Quality Grade 18.93, Yield Grade 2.46

**Birth Weight 60#**

Here is a calving ease TC Aberdeen grandson with an actual 60# BW and 1.1 BW EPD. His $B is in the top 25% of the breed at +125.36. He has an adjusted 205 day weight of 811, and this bull will add pounds to your calf crop.

**LOT #108**

**BEITIA CONSENSUS 4830**
Calved 2/18/2014 LE/RE 4830
Owner: Beitia Livestock, Flying X Angus, Daniel, Gerri, Jonathan Beitia, Elko, NV
CONNEALY CONSENSUS
CONNEALY CONSENSUS 7229
BLUE LILLY OF CONANGA 16
N BAR EMULATION EXT
FX ELDERINE EXT 8301
FX ELDERINE MAXINE

CED 6, CED Acc 0.38, BW 0.7, BW Acc 0.44, WW 47, WW Acc 0.33, YW 86, YW Acc 0.32, RADG 0.17, RADG Acc 0.39, DMI 0.35, DMI Acc 0.39, YH 0.7, YH Acc 0.37, SC 0.26, SC Acc .38, DOC 19, DOC Acc 0.32, HP 15.3, HP Acc 0.22, CEM 9, CEM Acc 0.19, MILK 20, MILK Acc 0.24, MW 16, MW Acc 0.36, MH 0.3, MH Acc 0.25, $EN 5.05, CW 30, CW Acc 0.22, MARB 0.83, MARB Acc 0.34, RE 0.38, RE Acc 0.27, FAT 0.053, FAT Acc 0.31, Wean Value 47.52, Feedlot Value 38.34, Grid Value 36.2, Beef Value 109.1, Quality Grade 37.45, Yield Grade -1.25

**Birth Weight 63#**

Here is a calving ease Consensus son at 0.7 for BW and 63# actual BW. His adj. 205 day weight was 752. He's a moderate bull and been a favorite since birth out of a Pathfinder EXT cow that never misses.

**LOT #109**

**BEITIA ABERDEEN 4829**
Calved 3/06/2014 LE/RE 4829
Owner: Beitia Livestock, Flying X Angus, Daniel, Gerri, Jonathan Beitia, Elko, NV
TC ABERDEEN 759
CCC ABERDEEN 1101
CCC MISS RIGHT 1057
BT RIGHT TIME 24J
FX MISS RIGHT TIME 8290
FX MAX IRENE 290

CED -4, CED Acc 0.33, BW 5.2, BW Acc 0.41, WW 47, WW Acc 0.29, YW 81, YW Acc 0.28, RADG 0.14, RADG Acc 0.3, DMI 0.25, DMI Acc 0.3, YH 0.9, YH Acc 0.33, SC 0.17, SC Acc .35, DOC 18, DOC Acc 0.27, HP 11.8, HP Acc 0.14, CEM 3, CEM Acc 0.09, MILK 21, MILK Acc 0.16, MW 46, MW Acc 0.28, MH 0.5, MH Acc 0.15, $EN -1.48, CW 24, CW Acc 0.15, MARB 0.03, MARB Acc 0.29, RE 0.45, RE Acc 0.2, FAT 0.012, FAT Acc 0.27, Wean Value 27.89, Feedlot Value 31.9, Grid Value 12.32, Beef Value 72.27, Quality Grade 6.67, Yield Grade 5.65

**Birth Weight 90#**

Here is a growth bull with an 847# WW. He has a 4.27# weight per day of age. His dam is a Right Time 24J daughter that consistently produces moderate framed calves that pack down the scales.
WOW!!!!
Look at this Birth to Weaning to Yearling spread bull!!!!
A direct son of Waylon. He combines an actual 64# birth to an adjusted 205 day weight of 852#! This bull is massive, deep, docile and packing pounds.

Calving ease Consensus son at 0.7 for BW and 63# actual BW.
His adj. 205 day weight was 752. He’s a moderate bull and been a favorite since birth out of a Pathfinder EXT cow that never misses.

Calving ease TC Aberdeen grandson with an actual 60# BW and 1.1 BW EPD.
His $B is in the top 25% of the breed at +125.36. He has an adjusted 205 day weight of 811, and this bull will add pounds to your calf crop.
**LOT #110**

**BEITIA WAYLON 4182**

Calved 2/10/2014 LE/RE 4182  
Owner: Beitia Livestock, Flying X Angus, Daniel,Gerri, Jonathan Beitia, Elko, NV  

GAR-EGL PROTÉGÉ  
BALDRIDGE WAYLON W34  
BALDRIDGE BLACKCAP T163  
CONNEALY THUNDER  
FX NELL 1823  
FX NELL 8232  

CED 8, CED Acc 0.36, BW 1.2, BW Acc 0.43, WW 61, WW Acc 0.32, YW 111, YW Acc 0.32, RADG 0.15, RADG Acc 0.34, DMI 0.59, DMI Acc 0.34, YH 0.3, YH Acc 0.17, $EN-15.53, CW 46, CW Acc 0.21, MARB 0.77, MARB Acc 0.33, RE 0.51, RE Acc 0.26, FAT -0.003, FAT Acc 0.31, Wean Value 63.96, Feedlot Value 68.68, Grid Value 40.04, Beef Value 146.51, Quality Grade 35.96, Yield Grade 4.08  

Birth Weight 61#  
WOW!!!! Look at this Birth to Weaning to Yearling spread bull!!!! 1.2 BW, 61 WW and 111 YW and a direct son of Waylon. He combines an actual 64# birth to an adjusted 205 day weight of 852#! This bull is massive, deep, docile and packing pounds.

**LOT #111**

**BEITIA ABERDEEN 4853**

Calved 2/13/2014 LE/RE 4853  
Owner: Beitia Livestock, Flying X Angus, Daniel, Gerri, Jonathan Beitia, Elko, NV  

TC A BERDEEN 759  
CCC ABERDEEN 1101  
CCC MISS RIGHT 1057  
B/R NEW DESIGN 036  
FX ELDERINE BLACKCAP 8530  
FX ELDERINE BLACKCAP 5301  

CED 6, CED Acc 0.27, BW 1.4, BW Acc 0.34, WW 36, WW Acc 0.25, YW 69, YW Acc 0.15, RADG 0.13, RADG Acc 0.34, DMI 0.59, DMI Acc 0.34, YH 1, YH Acc 0.17, $EN-15.53, CW 46, CW Acc 0.21, MARB 0.77, MARB Acc 0.33, RE 0.15, RE Acc 0.26, FAT -0.003, FAT Acc 0.31, Wean Value 63.96, Feedlot Value 40.04, Grid Value 40.04, Beef Value 146.51, Quality Grade 35.96, Yield Grade 4.08  

Birth Weight 58#  
Here is a calving ease TC Aberdeen grandson with an actual 58# BW and a 1.4 BW EPD. This bull led his contemporary group with 40cm scrotal at yearling!!! His full sister weaned her first calf this year and he is leading his contemporary group.

**LOT #112**

**ROADRUNNER VRDESIGN 1360**

Calved 11/14/2014 LE/RE 1360  
Owner: Roadrunner Angus/Cardey Ranches, Turlock, CA  

HOLIDAY DESIGN 4223  
ROADRUNNER VRDESIGN 9335  
ROADRUNNER LUCY 7769  
REMITALL MASTER PLAN 514U  
ROADRUNNER REGINA 151  
ROADRUNNER REGINA 9084  

CED 5, BW 1.7, WW 58, YW 97, CEM 9, MILK 27, $EN-21.24, $W 56.88, $F 52.34  

Birth Weight 78#  
Adj WW 700, Adj YW 1114

**LOT #113**

**ROADRUNNER VRDESIGN 1229**

Calved 9/6/2014 LE/RE 1229  
Owner: Roadrunner Angus/Cardey Ranches, Turlock, CA  

HOLIDAY DESIGN 4223  
ROADRUNNER VRDESIGN 9335  
ROADRUNNER LUCY 7769  
BAAR FRONTLINE 2121  
ROADRUNNER PRIMULA 9643  
ROADRUNNER PRIMULA 4977  

CED 5, BW 1.4, WW 49, YW 81, CEM 9, MILK 25, $EN-9.20, CW 4, MARB 16, RE 24, FAT -0.10, $W 48.83, $F 29.91, $G 20.12, $QG 13.25, $YG 6.87, $B 31.87  

Birth Weight 79#  
Adj WW 648, Adj YW 1157

**LOT #114**

**ROADRUNNER VRDESIGN 1231**

Calved 9/12/2014 LE/RE 1231  
Owner: Roadrunner Angus/Cardey Ranches, Turlock, CA  

HOLIDAY DESIGN 4223  
ROADRUNNER VRDESIGN 9335  
ROADRUNNER LUCY 7769  
BAAR FRONTLINE 2121  
ROADRUNNER DIAMOND 9271  
ROADRUNNER DIAMOND 6603  

CED 5, BW 1.5, WW 54, YW 81, CEM 9, MILK 28, $EN-14.20, CW 5, MARB 12, RE 13, FAT -0.01, $W 60.24, $F 26.52, $G 17.82, $QG 11.34, $YG 6.48, $B 31.57  

Birth Weight 83#  
Adj WW 734, Adj YW 1166

**LOT #115**

**ROADRUNNER FRONTLINE 1283**

Calved 10/5/2014 LE/RE 1283  
Owner: Roadrunner Angus/Cardey Ranches, Turlock, CA  

BAAR FRONTLINE 2121  
ROADRUNNER FRONTLINE 9783  
ROADRUNNER RITA  
C C 9PB3 PRIDE 84C  
ROADRUNNER LADY 7561  
ROADRUNNER LADY 5298  

CED 3, BW 2.2, WW 42, YW 72, CEM 7, MILK 25, $EN-4.39, CW 0, MARB -11, RE -0.03, FAT -0.01, $W 38.44, $F 19.00, $G 5.10, $QG -1.21, $YG 6.31, $B 6.34  

Birth Weight 84#  
Adj WW 677, Adj YW 1159

**LOT #116**

**UNR SILVER STATE B087**

Calved 5/18/2014 HOT BRAND B087  
Owner: UNR Main Station Field Lab, Luke Thompson, Reno, NV  

BLUEGRASS M C 900  
SILVER STATE M C 164  
SILVER STATE QUEEN 678  
LEMAR PRIMETRACKER 22R  
ALBERDA QUEEN JANINE 637  
ALBERDA QUEEN JANINE 137  

CED 8, BW 4, WW 41, YW 69, CEM 9, MILK 24, $EN-1.17, $F 13.93, $W 36.86  

Birth Weight 80#
LOT #117  **UNR MOGCK SURE SHOT B057**
Calved 3/19/2014 HOT BRAND B057
Owner: UNR Main Station Field Lab, Luke Thompson, Reno, NV
MYTTY IN FOCUS
MOGCK SURE SHOT
MOGCK BLACK LASS 2065
NMSU 8019
UNR QUEEN DOROTHY 0006
ALBERDA QUEEN DOROTHY 167
Birth Weight 75#

LOT #118  **UNR MOGCK SHOT B053**
Calved 3/14/2014 HOT BRAND B053
Owner: UNR Main Station Field Lab, Luke Thompson, Reno, NV
MYTTY IN FOCUS
MOGCK SURE SHOT
MOGCK BLACK LASS 2065
LEMAR PRIMETRACKER 22R
ALBERDA QUEEN SHANNON 367
ALBERDA QUEEN SHANNON 504
Birth Weight 70#

LOT #119  **UNR KIMBERLY SHOT B065**
Calved 3/22/2014 HOT BRAND B065
Owner: UNR Main Station Field Lab, Luke Thompson, Reno, NV
MYTTY IN FOCUS
MOGCK SURE SHOT
MOGCK BLACK LASS 2065
NMSU 8019
UNR QUEEN KIMBERLY 0028
ALBERDA QUEEN KIMBERLY 126
Birth Weight 75#

LOT #120  **UNR MOGCK SURE SHOT**
Calved 3/20/2014 HOT BRAND B059
Owner: UNR Main Station Field Lab, Luke Thompson, Reno, NV
MYTTY IN FOCUS
MOGCK SURE SHOT
MOGCK BLACK LASS 2065
LEMAR PRIMETRACKER 22R
ALBERDA QUEEN JESSICA 647
ALBERDA QUEEN JESSICA 374
CED 6, BW 1.1, WW 54, YW 88, CEM 9, MILK 29, $EN -19.68, $F 35.12, $W 46.93
Birth Weight 70#

LOT #121  **UNR SILVER B085**
Calved 4/17/2014 HOT BRAND B085
Owner: UNR Main Station Field Lab, Luke Thompson, Reno, NV
BLUEGRASS M C 900
SILVER STATE M C 164
SILVER STATE QUEEN 678
VERMILION PAYWEIGHT J847
ALBERDA QUEEN DOROTHY 186
ALBERDA QUEEN DOROTHY 55
CED 1, BW 1.7, WW 47, YW 79, CEM 8, MILK 22, $EN -3.23, $F 25.44, $W 36.61
Birth Weight 85#

LOT #122  **UNR SILVER STATE B083**
Calved 4/14/2014 HOT BRAND B083
Owner: UNR Main Station Field Lab, Luke Thompson, Reno, NV
BLUEGRASS M C 900
SILVER STATE M C 164
SILVER STATE QUEEN 678
ALBERDA TRAVELER 005
ALBERDA TRAVELER 006
ALBERDA QUEEN JANINE 302
ALBERDA QUEEN JANINE 006
CED 3, BW 2.5, WW 35, YW 68, CEM 4, MILK 20, $EN 5.80, $F 15.89, $W 21.20
Birth Weight 80#

LOT #123  **UNR SURE SHOT B071**
Calved 3/23/2014 LE/RE B071
Owner: UNR Main Station Field Lab, Luke Thompson, Reno, NV
MYTTY IN FOCUS
MOGCK SURE SHOT
MOGCK BLACK LASS 2065
CA FUTURE DIRECTION 5321
ALBERDA QUEEN JANINE 393
ALBERDA QUEEN JANINE 459
CED 6, BW 1.4, WW 48, YW 84, CEM 8, MILK 28, $EN -15.82, CW 32, MARB .54, RE .73, FAT -008, $F 35.89, $G 38.41, $QG 29.07, $YG 9.34, $W 48.30, $B 117.25
Birth Weight 75#
LOT #124  LEVIN INFINITY 1413
Calved 9/27/2014 LE/RE 1413
Owner: Levin Ranch, Stanley R. Levin, Farmington, CA
WMR TIMELESS 458
WMR INFINITY 141
WMR BLACKCAP 912
S A V THUNDERBIRD 9061
LEVIN THUNDERBIRD 1188
LEVIN 0748
CED 10, BW 9, WW 62, YW 102, RADG .12, DMI .84, HY .4, SC .26, DOC 8, HP 8.4, CEM 12, MILK 22, MW 41, MH .3, $EN -7.53, CW 37, MARB .24, RE .29, FAT .023, SW 55.34, $F 43.52, $	ext{SG} 16.97, $\text{SQ} 17.04, $\text{YG} -.07, $\text{BW} 76.47
Birth Weight 65#
Very well muscled, high capacity, free movement, no waste, very balanced.

LOT #125  LEVIN INFINITY 1412
Calved 9/16/2014 LE/RE 1412
Owner: Levin Ranch, Stanley R. Levin, Farmington, CA
WMR TIMELESS 458
WMR INFINITY 141
WMR BLACKCAP 912
0974 LOOKOUT
LEVIN LOOKOUT 1185
LEVIN 0405
CED 13, BW -1, WW 57, YW 98, RADG .15, DMI .55, HY -.7, SC 1.13, DOC 10, HP 10.3, CEM 13, MILK 27, MW 5, MH -1, $EN -8.29, CW 37, MARB .61, RE .41, FAT .028, SW 59.82, $F 44.78, $\text{SG} 32.37, $\text{SQ} 31.40, $\text{YG} .97, $\text{BW} 95.96
Birth Weight 68#
Very well muscled, high capacity, free movement, no waste, very balanced.

LOT #126  WAKLEY CONFIDENCE 450
Calved 8/19/2014 LE/RE 450
Owner: Wakley Cattle, Amelia Wakley, Deeth, NV
CONNEALY TOBIN
CONNEALY CONFIDENCE 0100
BECKA GALA OF CONANGA 8281
HOOVER DAM
THOMAS LADY ROSE 21607
LADY ROSE LGW 8045
CED 17, BW -2.6, WW 48, YW 85, CEM 18, MILK 22, $EN -6.46, $F 37.67, $\text{WG} 25.26
Birth Weight 58#
Sleep all night heifer bull! HD 50K tested. Adj. Wean Wt: 608, Yearling Wt: 940

LOT #127  WAKLEY TEN X 449
Calved 8/17/2014 LE/RE 449
Owner: Wakley Cattle, Amelia Wakley, Deeth, NV
MYTTY IN FOCUS
A A R TEN X 7008 S A
A A R LADY KELTON 5551
A A R MEG MEG 5682
THOMAS BLACK MEG 21636
BLACK MEG LGW 0408
CED 7, BW 1.5, WW 59, YW 111, CEM 9, MILK 24, $EN -24.11, $F 77.81, $\text{WG} 48.60
Birth Weight 75#
Heifer bull by the popular Ten X. HD 50K tested. Adj. Wean Wt: 597, Yearling Wt: 905

LOT #128  SPRATLING ULTIMATE 438
Calved 3/28/2014 LE/RE 438
Owner: Wakley Cattle, Amelia Wakley, Deeth, NV
G A R ULTIMATE
THOMAS ULTIMATE 0918
THOMAS LUCY 8879
S A V IRON MOUNTAIN 8066
CCC MOUNTAIN MOMMA 2138
CCC MS NEBRASKA 6023
CED 7, BW 3.3, WW 51, YW 96, CEM 8, MILK 23, $EN -8.86, $F 42.31, $\text{WG} 25.26
Birth Weight 85#
Adj. Wean Wt: 614, Yearling Wt: 908

LOT #129  AMADOR TEN X 943P 4024
Calved 10/18/2014 LE/RE 4024
Owner: Amador Angus, Ed Amador, Modesto, CA
MYTTY IN FOCUS
A A R TEN X 7008 S A
A A R LADY KELTON 5551
WULFSS EXT 6106
A A ENTELLA OF 6106 943P 99
TEHAMA ENTELLA N415
CED 8, BW 1.3, WW 61, YW 109, RADG .25, DMI .21, HY 2, SC 72, DOC 17, HP 11.2, CEM 9, MILK 21, MW 25, MH 2, $EN -3.68, CW 50, MARB 86, RE 63, FAT .001, $F 74.12, $\text{SG} 42.59, $\text{SQ} 38.18, $\text{YG} 4.41, $\text{SW} 65.04, $\text{SB} 165.39
Birth Weight 76#
This 10X son does it all. Moderate birth weight, top 15% $G, top 10% WW, YW, CW, Marb, $W, $F. Plus top 2% SB. Functional, low-Input Milk EPD. 10 year old dam is moderate, big ribbed and perfectly uddered.
**LOT #130**

AMADOR RESERVE P160 4818

Calved 8/23/2014 LE/RE 4818

Owner: Amador Angus, Ed Amador, Modesto, CA

B/R NEW DAY 454

VAR RESERVE 1111

SANDPOINT BLACKBIRD 8809

RITO 616 OF 4820 6807

TEHAMA MARY BLACKBIRD P160

TEHAMA MARY BLACKBIRD 3319

CED 13, BW -.8, WW 52, YW 94, RADG .18, DMI .54, YH 2, SC -.14, DOC 24, HP 15.4, CEM 12, MILK 31, MW 64, MH .6, $EN -.24.51, CW 25, MARB 64, RE .58, FAT -.007, $F 44.67, $G 41.14, $QG 32.32, $YG 8.82, $W 58.18, $B 98.90

Birth Weight 69#

Negative birth-weight VAR Reserve son with double digit CED AND CEM. Top 15% Docility and top 20% $W. His 11 year old dam is easy fleshing and still beautifully uddered.

**LOT #131**

CUYAMA SR EMBLAZON 818B

Calved 9/28/2014 LE/RE 818B

Owner: El Rancho Espanol de Cuyama/The Spanish Ranch, Pamela Doiron, New Cuyama, CA

DDA EMBLAZON 27C

CUYAMA SR EMBLAZON 8272U

TP 161 PLOW 413

COLEMAN TRAVELER 518

CUYAMA DIVIDEND 0397X

CED 4, BW 1.9, WW 37, YW 64, CEM 8, MILK 16, $EN 14.14, CW 12, MARB .25, RE .23, FAT .011, $F 8.87, $G 22.72, $QG 17.48, $YG 5.24, $W 25.30, $B 48.14

Birth Weight 85#

Raised in arid/high-desert type environment. Developed on long hay & high forage ration. Fit not fat!

**LOT #132**

CUYAMA SR EMBLAZON 839B

Calved 11/20/2014 LE/RE 839B

Owner: El Rancho Espanol de Cuyama/The Spanish Ranch, Pamela Doiron, New Cuyama, CA

DDA EMBLAZON 27C

CUYAMA SR EMBLAZON 8272U

TP 161 PLOW 413

BASIN RAINMAKER 747L

TEX PAMELA 0041

CED 5, BW 1.9, WW 43, YW 73, CEM 8, MILK 20, $EN 3.16, CW 12, MARB .25, RE .22, FAT .011, $F 18.72, $G 28.17, $QG 20.13, $YG 8.14, $W 21.72, $B 51.95

Birth Weight 78#

Calving ease. Raised in arid/high-desert type environment. Developed on long hay & high forage ration. Fit not fat!

**LOT #133**

CUYAMA SR EMBLAZON 841B

Calved 11/28/2014 LE/RE 841B

Owner: El Rancho Espanol de Cuyama/The Spanish Ranch, Pamela Doiron, New Cuyama, CA

DDA EMBLAZON 27C

CUYAMA SR EMBLAZON 8272U

TP 161 PLOW 413

G L C SCOTCHMEN’S DESIGN 508

CED 3, BW 2.4, WW 41, YW 71, CEM 7, MILK 17, $EN 8.93, CW 13, MARB .28, RE .08, FAT .011, $F 16.90, $G 22.18, $QG 18.93, $YG 3.25, $W 26.57, $B 49.92

Birth Weight 71#

Calving ease. Raised in arid/high-desert type environment. Developed on long hay & high forage ration. Fit not fat!

**LOT #134**

CUYAMA SR EMBLAZON 842B

Calved 11/30/2014 LE/RE 842B

Owner: El Rancho Espanol de Cuyama/The Spanish Ranch, Pamela Doiron, New Cuyama, CA

DDA EMBLAZON 27C

CUYAMA SR EMBLAZON 8272U

TP 161 PLOW 413

COLEMAN TRAVELER 518

BD CUYAMA BANDO 7215T

CED 3, BW 2.6, WW 39, YW 67, CEM 7, MILK 15, $EN 14.11, CW 13, MARB .31, RE .29, FAT -.003, $F 5.44, $G 28.27, $QG 20.98, $YG 8.17, $W 21.72, $B 51.95

Birth Weight 88#

Raised in arid/high-desert type environment. Developed on long hay & high forage ration. Fit not fat!

**LOT #135**

CUYAMA SR EMBLAZON 850B

Calved 12/15/2014 LE/RE 850B

Owner: El Rancho Espanol de Cuyama/The Spanish Ranch, Pamela Doiron, New Cuyama, CA

DDA EMBLAZON 27C

CUYAMA SR EMBLAZON 8272U

TP DIVIDEND 10

TP 10 DIVIDEND 153

T P LADY EXTRA 77

CED 8, BW .5, WW 30, YW 55, RADG .14, DMI .02, YH 1, SC .02, DOC 2, HP 11.1, CEM 10, MILK 18, MW 26, MH -.2, $EN 14.63, CW 7, MARB .31, RE .29, FAT -.026, $W 26.69, $B -.18, $G 34.15, $QG 20.98, $YG 8.17, $W 21.72, $B 10.12

Birth Weight 88#

Good cow maker, great grass fed genetics.

**LOT #136**

JSAR BRONX 641B

Calved 10/14/2014 LE/RE 641B

Owner: Jon Swaner Angus Ranch, Jon Swaner, Orland, CA

O C C FOCUS 813F

O C C DIXIE ERICA 816B

O C C HOMER 650H

JSAR LOVELY LADIE 679L

FOREVER JENNY 603B 9805

CED 8, BW -.7, WW 25, YW 46, RADG .16, DMI -.26, YH -.5, SC -.04, DOC 19, HP 14.0, CEM 3, MILK 14, MW 41, MH -.9, $EN 37.45, CW 15, MARB .33, RE 26, FAT -.028, $W 26.69, $F -.18, $G 34.15, $QG 20.98, $YG 13.17, $B 10.12

Birth Weight 78#

Good cow maker, great grass fed genetics.

**LOT #137**

JSAR BULLDOG 618B

Calved 9/11/2014 LE/RE 618B

Owner: Jon Swaner Angus Ranch, Jon Swaner, Orland, CA

O C C KANGA 886K

O C C DIXIE ERICA 867K

O C C HOMER 650H

JSAR LOVELY LADIE 659L

FOREVER JENNY 603B 9805

CED 14, BW 1.9, WW 25, YW 57, RADG 15, DMI -.09, YH -.5, SC .10, DOC 10, HP 19.0, CEM 7, MILK 17, MW 3, MH -.6, $EN 22.47, CW 11, MARB .59, RE 22, FAT -.026, $W 39.72, $F 7.24, $G 42.88, $QG 30.74, $YG 12.14, $B 24.91

Birth Weight 77#

Good cow maker, great grass fed genetics.
Family Established Proven Genetics That Last

Backed by three generations of family values, with our ongoing commitment to excellence we have accomplished proven increase in longevity and phenotype with our genetics.

Easy Fleshing

Good Udder Quality

Very Fertile Females

Proven Performance

Jon, Amanda, Makaila and Sallie Swaner

Est. 1992

Jon Swaner Angus Ranch

25560 Clark Ave
Orland CA 95963
Jon: 530-624-4511
Amanda: 530-330-0848

Progressive — Practical — Proven — Profitable
LOT #138  CC 1319 MOUNTAIN HOME 15F
Calved 4/15/2014 LE/RE 15F
Owner: Cooper Cattle, Terry Cooper, Oakdale, CA

S A V IRON MOUNTAIN 8066
S A V MOUNTAIN HOME 1319
S A V BLACKBIRD 9057
C C 9FB3 PRIDE 84C
CC REVELON 282F
CC REVELON 135F

CED 6, BW 1.5, WN 38, YW 68, MILK 20, $EN 5.80, MARB .41, RE .27, FAT .029, $B 72.73
BW 87 LBS, WN 650 LBS, YW 1085 LBS

LOT #139  CC 1319 MOUNTAIN HOME 75R
Calved 4/14/2014 LE/RE 75R
Owner: Cooper Cattle, Terry Cooper, Oakdale, CA

S A V IRON MOUNTAIN 8066
S A V MOUNTAIN HOME 1319
S A V BLACKBIRD 9057
C C 9FB3 PRIDE 84C
CC PRINCESS 283R
CC PRINCESS 146R

CED 6, BW 2.0, WN 36, YW 70, MILK 17, $EN 9.29, MARB .29, RE .39, FAT .017, $B 59.92
BW 86 LBS, WN 600 LBS, YW 1075 LBS

LOT #140  CC 1271 HEAVY HITTER 69R
Calved 4/20/2014 LE/RE 69R
Owner: Cooper Cattle, Terry Cooper, Oakdale, CA

S A V HEAVY HITTER 6347
S A V MOUNTAIN HOME 1319
S A V BLACKBIRD 9057
G A R US PREMIUM BEEF
CC PRINCESS 225R
CC PRINCESS 171R

CED 6, BW 1.2, WN 42, YW 76, MILK 23, $EN -3.25, MARB .55, RE .30, FAT .015, $B 115.50
BW 77 LBS, WN 690 LBS, YW 1100 LBS

LOT #141  CC 1271 HEAVY HITTER 24E
Calved 4/16/2014 LE/RE 24E
Owner: Cooper Cattle, Terry Cooper, Oakdale, CA

S A V HEAVY HITTER 6347
S A V HEAVY HITTER 1271
S A V ABIGALE 6650
G A R US PREMIUM BEEF
CC EMULATION EXT 1H
CC MISS ACCORD 243E
CC MISS ACCORD 167E

CED 5, BW 1.0, WN 39, YW 73, MILK 20, $EN 2.52, MARB .33, RE .28, FAT .010, $B 87.68
BW 76 LBS, WN 665 LBS, YW 1075 LBS

LOT #142  CC 1271 HEAVY HITTER 26M
Calved 5/02/2014 LE/RE 26M
Owner: Cooper Cattle, Terry Cooper, Oakdale, CA

S A V HEAVY HITTER 6347
S A V HEAVY HITTER 1271
S A V ABIGALE 6650
C C 9FB3 PRIDE 84C
CC REGINA 285M
CC REGINA 168M

CED 6, BW 1.4, WN 44, YW 75, MILK 25, $EN -6.63, MARB .46, RE .26, FAT .004, $B 100.06
BW 76 LBS, WN 700 LBS, YW 1100 LBS

LOT #143  CC 1319 MOUNTAIN HOME 3D
Calved 5/09/2014 LE/RE 3D
Owner: Cooper Cattle, Terry Cooper, Oakdale, CA

S A V IRON MOUNTAIN 8066
S A V MOUNTAIN HOME 1319
S A V BLACKBIRD 9057
C C 9FB3 PRIDE 84C
CC BRANDY 315D
CC BRANDY 197D

CED 9, BW .7, WN 43, YW 74, MILK 18, $EN 5.78, MARB .39, RE .34, FAT .014, $B 74.93
BW 72 LBS, WN 613 LBS, YW 980 LBS
Heifer Bull

LOT #144  CC 1319 MOUNTAIN HOME 33I
Calved 4/19/2014 LE/RE 33I
Owner: Cooper Cattle, Terry Cooper, Oakdale, CA

S A V IRON MOUNTAIN 8066
S A V MOUNTAIN HOME 1319
S A V BLACKBIRD 9057
C C 9M9 BLACKCAP 52N
C C SEQUEL 65I
ICC SEQUEL 2050

CED 7, BW 1.2, WN 42, YW 66, MILK 18, $EN 9.84, MARB .33, RE .50, FAT .030, $B 69.56
BW 80 LBS, WN 740 LBS, YW 1040 LBS

LOT #145  CC 0407 PROGRESSION 37I
Calved 4/15/2014 LE/RE 37I
Owner: Cooper Cattle, Terry Cooper, Oakdale, CA

S A V PROVIDENCE 6922
S A V PROGRESSION 0407
S A V ELBA 1094
BON VIEW NEW DESIGN 878
CC SEQUEL 180I
C C SEQUEL 65I

CED 5, BW 2.0, WN 36, YW 70, MILK 29, $EN -10.52, MARB .31, RE .06, FAT .011, $B 90.16
BW 85 LBS, WN 650 LBS, YW 1090 LBS

Thanks for coming, see you next year!
Cabelas
World’s Foremost Outfitter

INTRODUCING
CABELA’S
CORPORATE OUTFITTER
PROGRAM CARD
EXCLUSIVELY
FOR NCBA MEMBERS

DISCOUNTS UP TO 20%
AT CABELA’S STORES. OVER THE
PHONE AND VIA CATALOG ON
BUSINESS PURCHASES.*

TO SIGN UP TO RECEIVE YOUR CABELA’S OUTFITTER CARD OR SUBMIT
YOUR LOGO, VISIT: WWW.BEEFUSA.ORG/CABELAS.ASPX

YOU’LL ALSO GET 15% OFF CABELA’S GIFT CARDS FROM NCBA FOR YOUR
BUSINESS AND NCBA LOGO APPAREL IS STILL AVAILABLE THROUGH
STORE.BEEFUSA.COM.*

*NOT VALID FOR ONLINE PURCHASES

JOIN TODAY TO RECEIVE A FREE 1L
BOTTLE OF DECTOMAX®
CATTLE DEWORMER
(A $105 VALUE!)

WHEN YOU JOIN, YOU’LL ALSO GET
GREAT MONEY SAVING DISCOUNTS
FROM THESE COMPANIES:

RAM
1% OFF FACTORY INVOICE ON
RAM TRUCKS

CATERPILLAR®
SAVINGS AT CAT EQUIPMENT

JOHN DEERE
UP TO $2,500 OFF EQUIPMENT

STETSON
ROPER

50% OFF PURCHASE WITH NEW MEMBERSHIP*
ONLINE AT WWW.BEEFUSA.ORG/NCBA

PLUS YOU’LL STAY UPDATED
ON THE INDUSTRY WITH A
MONTHLY SUBSCRIPTION
TO NCBA’S NATIONAL
CATTLEMAN.

OFFER EXPIRES
JANUARY 31, 2016
JOIN TODAY!

YES! I’d like to invest in my business
by joining NCBA today!

Phone:_________________________
Email:_________________________

For questions or to join:
866-233-3872 or beefusa.org

NCBA PRODUCER MEMBERSHIP CATEGORIES
Please select the option that best describes your primary operation.

Cow/Calf Producer
- 1-100.................................................$150
- 101-250..........................................$300
- 251-500..........................................$450
- 501-750..........................................$650
- 751-1000........................................$900
- 1001-1250.....................................$1,150

Stocker/Feeder $150 + (38¢/hd x _______ hd=_______ Total $____________

ASSOCIATE MEMBERSHIP DUES
- Individual.....................................$150

PAYMENT METHOD
- Check **
- MasterCard
- Visa
- American Express

**Please make check payable to National Cattlemen’s Beef Association
Credit Card Information
Number:__________________________
Exp. Date:________________________
CVC:____________________Signature:

SAVE A STAMP!
Join online at
www.BeeFUSA.org

Enter promo code Fall15

Return form to:
National Cattlemen’s Beef
Association
PO Box 173778
Denver, CO 80217-3778

TOTAL AMOUNT PAID
$
Fallon Livestock Exchange, Inc. is the key market for Nevada livestock producers, and the Home of The Fallon All Breeds Bull Sale every February, and the Silver State Classic Special Calf and Yearling Sale held every December sponsored by the Nevada Cattlemen’s Association.